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Facebook
Is Linked
To More
Attacks
By AMANDA TAUB
and MAX FISHER

la, followed by Honduras, while a small
number are from El Salvador and several other countries.
Advocates have said in court that the
American authorities forced or induced
many parents to accept deportation and
abandon their hopes of pursuing asylum
on the promise of quick reunification
with their children.
But many parents who were deported
without their children, like Mr. Domingo, have found that instead of speeding
things up, leaving the United States has
only delayed reunification. They often
don’t understand the cumbersome legal process in which their children are
trapped, or know when they might be
with them again — uncertainty that

A LT E NA , G er m a ny —
When you ask locals why Dirk
Denkhaus, a young firefighter
trainee who had been considered
neither dangerous nor political,
broke into the attic of a refugee
group house and tried to set it on
fire, they will list the familiar issues.
This small riverside town is
shrinking and its economy declining, they say, leaving young
people bored and disillusioned.
Though most here supported the
mayor’s decision to accept an extra allotment of refugees, some
found the influx disorienting.
Fringe politics are on the rise.
But they’ll often mention another factor: Facebook.
Everyone here has seen Facebook rumors portraying refugees
as a threat. They’ve encountered
racist vitriol on local pages, a jarring contrast with Altena’s public
spaces, where people wave warmly to refugee families.
Many here suspected, and
prosecutors would later argue,
that Mr. Denkhaus had isolated
himself in an online world of fear
and anger that helped lead him to
violence.
This may be more than speculation. Altena exemplifies a phenomenon long suspected by researchers: that Facebook makes
communities more prone to racial
violence. And, now, the town is one
of 3,000-plus data points in a study
that claims to prove it.
Karsten Müller and Carlo
Schwarz, researchers at the University of Warwick in England,
scrutinized every anti-refugee
attack in Germany, 3,335 in all,
over a two-year span. One thing
stuck out. Towns where Facebook
use was higher than average,
like Altena, reliably experienced
more attacks on refugees. That
held true in virtually any sort of
community — big city or small
town; affluent or struggling; liberal haven or far-right stronghold
— suggesting that the link applies
universally.
Their data converged on a
breathtaking statistic: Wherever
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The Missing Children
Anguished parents
await the return of
children held in the
United States.

Above, 8-yearold Byron
Domingo’s
clothes on
his bed in
Guatemala.
His mother,
Fabiana, left,
has not seen
him since May.

By KIRK SEMPLE and MIRIAM JORDAN

SAN PEDRO SOLOMA, Guatemala —
Pablo Domingo isn’t getting much sleep
these days. He barely eats and can’t focus on work.
His thoughts turn day and night to his
8-year-old son, Byron, whom he hasn’t
seen since May. That’s when Mr. Domingo and the boy crossed into the United
States illegally from Mexico. The immigration authorities detained and separated them — deporting the father to his
home country of Guatemala and sending
the boy to a shelter in Texas.
Mr. Domingo, his wife, Fabiana, and
their 12-year-old daughter want Byron back. And Byron wants to go home.
Yet as September approached, the boy
began his fourth month in the shelter a
world away from his parents and sister,
with no resolution in sight.
“My boy is very small. He’s very sad,”
Mr. Domingo said at the family’s simple
home here in the western highlands of
Guatemala.
“We can hug each other here,” he continued, gesturing to his wife and daugh-

ter. “But my son is there alone. Who’s
going to hug him?”
Most of the 3,000 or so families that
were separated at the border under
President Donald J. Trump’s “zero tolerance” policy, which was meant to deter
illegal immigration, have been reunited
under a court order.
But in more than 500 cases, children
are still separated from their parents,
including 22 under the age of 5. Their fate
lies, to a large extent, in the hands of nonprofit groups that have stepped into the
breach left by the government to do the
hard work of finding and reconnecting
families.
More than 300 of these cases, like
Byron’s, affect children whose parents
were deported without them. The majority of these families are from Guatema-
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Finally Finding Acclaim, on His Own Terms
By TAFFY BRODESSER-AKNER

Now he’s 47, but when he was
younger, Ethan Hawke read
“Cassavetes on Cassavetes,”
the indie filmmaker bible, and
then went to hear the author’s
widow, Gena Rowlands, speak.
She said John Cassavetes
was always disappointed because nobody would finance
his movies; he’d always felt
dismissed and disregarded.
“ ‘And now here you guys are

making a big deal out of him,’ ”
he remembered her saying.
She said that was nice, but
they shouldn’t miss the point.
“ ‘Make a big deal of yourself.’
You know? Whatever indifference the world gives you, he felt
it, too. So you’re just as good as
he is. Like, go out and do it.”
Mr. Hawke found that so
moving, the idea of ignoring
what the world was telling you
about yourself and instead

living only by standards that
you had defined for your life
and work. He vowed then that
he would do whatever it took
to make good art on his own
terms, no matter what anyone
said. He would take himself seriously, even if no one else did.
He’d had his first starring
role by then — in “Explorers,”
when he was 14. By the time he
was 20, he’d starred in “White
Fang” and “Dead Poets Soci-

ety.” But he didn’t just want to
be a movie star. He started a
theater company in 1991, but
the world didn’t know how to
react to his broad ambitions.
He debuted on Broadway in
1992 in “The Seagull.” The New
York Times said he played Konstantin with an “arm-waving
display of unfocused nervous
energy.” Variety determined

Continued on Page 8
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Over a varied career,
Ethan Hawke has learned
that others may not like
what he loves to do.
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China’s Navy Projects Power Across Pacific
By STEVEN LEE MYERS

DALIAN, China — In April,
China’s first domestically built
aircraft carrier stirred from its
berth in the port city of Dalian,
tethered to tugboats for a test of
its seaworthiness.
“China’s first homegrown
aircraft carrier just moved a
bit, and the United States, Japan and India squirmed,” a
military news website wrote,
referring to the three nations
China views as its main rivals.
Not long ago, such boasts
would have been dismissed as
the bravado of a second-string
military. No longer.
A modernization program
focused on naval and missile
forces has shifted the balance
of power in the Pacific in ways
the United States and its allies
are only beginning to digest.
While China lags in projecting firepower, it can challenge
American supremacy in places
that matter most to it: the waters around Taiwan and in the
disputed South China Sea.
That means a growing section of the Pacific Ocean —
where the United States has
operated unchallenged since
World War II — is again contested territory, with Chinese
warships and aircraft regularly bumping up against those of
the United States and its allies.
To prevail in these waters, officials and analysts say, China
does not need a military that
can defeat the United States
outright but one that can make
intervention in the region too
costly for Washington to contemplate. Many say Beijing has
already achieved that goal.
To do so, it has developed
“anti-access” capabilities that
use radar, satellites and missiles to neutralize the decisive
edge that America’s powerful
aircraft carrier strike groups
have enjoyed. It is also rapidly
expanding its naval forces with
the goal of deploying a “blue
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China now has two aircraft carriers, including the Liaoning, and has been adding ships at a fast rate.
water” navy that would allow it
to defend its growing interests
beyond its coastal waters.
“China is now capable of controlling the South China Sea
in all scenarios short of war
with the United States,” the
new commander of the United
States Indo-Pacific Command,
Admiral Philip S. Davidson,
acknowledged in written remarks submitted to the United
States Senate in March.
He said China had gained on
the United States not by matching its forces weapon by weapon but by building “asymmetrical capabilities,” including
with anti-ship missiles and in
submarine warfare. “There is
no guarantee that the United
States would win a future conflict with China,” he concluded.
Last year, the Chinese Navy
became the world’s largest,
with more warships and sub-

marines than America, and it
continues to build new ships at
a stunning rate. The aircraft
carrier that was put to sea in
April was China’s second; its
first, the Liaoning, is a refurbished Soviet-built aircraft
carrier. A third is under construction.
“The task of building a powerful navy has never been as
urgent as it is today,” President
Xi Jinping declared in April.
Chinese warships and aircraft have picked up operations
off Japan, Taiwan, and the islands, shoals and reefs it has
claimed in the South China Sea
over the objections of Vietnam
and the Philippines.
When two American warships sailed within a few kilometers of disputed islands in
the Paracels in May, Chinese
vessels challenged what Beijing later denounced as “a

Australian
Politics
Gets Dose
Of Church
LUKAS COCH/EPA, VIA SHUTTERSTOCK

Scott Morrison brings his evangelical faith to office.
growing lack of respect for
Christian beliefs, and he has
voiced opposition to samesex marriage. But he has often chosen pragmatism over
fundamentalism. When the
vote came to legalize samesex marriage in Australia, after a survey showed majority
support among Australians,
he abstained.
Still, his faith has been a

An evangelical
takes charge of a
secular nation.
thread weaving through virtually every chapter of his life.
Mr. Morrison, 50, was raised
in a beachside Sydney suburb,
and his family was active in
the Uniting Church of Australia. He met his wife, Jenny, in
church when he was 12.
In his maiden speech to
Parliament in 2008, he described Christianity as one of
his main motivations for service. “For me, faith is person-
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support multinational antipiracy patrols off Somalia.
It now appears to be acquiring access to ports and bases
throughout the Indian Ocean.
Though ostensibly commercial, these projects have laid
the groundwork for refueling
and resupply arrangements
that will “facilitate Beijing’s
long-range naval operations,”
according to C4ADS, a research group in Washington.
“They soon will be able, for
example, to send a squadron of
ships to somewhere, say in Africa, and have all the capabilities to make a landing in force
to protect Chinese assets,”
said Vassily Kashin, an expert
at the Russian Academy of Sciences in Moscow.
“The Chinese are going to
be more present,” Mr. Kashin
added, “and everyone has to
get used to it.”

Body and Machine
Becoming Blurred

By RICK ROJAS

SYDNEY, Australia — At
a regular Sunday morning
service, a pastor at one of
Sydney’s largest Pentecostal churches mentioned a
congregant who was usually among those worshiping
there. But he was not with
them this day. On August 31,
he became Australia’s prime
minister.
“I’m incredibly hopeful
— hopeful for the future of
our generation,” said Alison
Bonhomme, a senior pastor
at Horizon Church, reflecting
on the political tumult that led
Scott Morrison to become the
country’s leader. A burst of
applause followed.
Mr. Morrison and his faith
represent a break with tradition in Australia, where politics has long been secular.
He is the first prime minister
to come from one of the country’s growing evangelical
Christian movements, leading many to wonder how that
might affect issues from foreign policy to social policy.
“The question is whether
Morrison will choose to make
his faith part of his political
persona or to what extent
he will,” said Hugh White, a
professor of strategic studies
at the Australian National
University. “At this point, he
doesn’t seem to have shoved
it in people’s faces.”
Mr. Morrison has denounced what he sees as a

provocative act.” China did the
same to three Australian ships
in the South China Sea in April.
Only three years ago, Mr. Xi
stood beside President Barack
Obama in Washington and
promised not to militarize artificial islands it has built farther
south in the Spratlys archipelago. Chinese officials have
since acknowledged deploying
missiles there, but say they are
necessary because of American “incursions.”
China’s naval expansion began in 2000 but sped up after
Mr. Xi took over in 2013. He has
shifted the military’s focus to
naval as well as air and strategic rocket forces, while purging
commanders accused of corruption and cutting land forces.
In 2017, China opened its
first overseas military base in
Djibouti, on the Horn of Africa,
saying that it will be used to
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al, but the implications are social — as personal and social
responsibility are at the heart
of the Christian message,”
Mr. Morrison said.
“Australia is not a secular
country,” he added. “It is a
free country. This is a nation
where you have the freedom
to follow any belief system
you choose.”
But Mr. Morrison has ascended at an especially difficult time when Australians
are exasperated over dysfunction. He is the latest politician to become prime minister after a messy leadership
“spill,” in which a leader was
ousted by party rivals — in
this case, Malcolm Turnbull,
the moderate who was pushed
out by conservatives.
No Australian prime minister has completed a full term
in more than a decade.
Mr. Morrison’s supporters
point out his working-class
roots (his father was a police
commander) and his relatively modest home. His critics
have questioned his readiness for the top job, and how
he could reconcile his faith
with his stances, like hardline views on immigration.
Mr. Morrison now faces the
challenge of trying to build a
culture of reconciliation. An
election is due by May of next
year. The instability has left
foreign allies uneasy and destroyed the confidence of many voters.
“It’s worse than a schoolyard,” said Jeanine Potter, a
teacher who has been a constituent of Mr. Morrison’s
for about four years. “It’s appalling to think our money is
paying for them to try to run
a country.”

It’s difficult to know whether
technology is advancing our
humanity, blurring it or tearing us from it. Or maybe it’s all
three at once.
Andy
LENS
Clark, a
professor
of logic and
metaphysics at the
University
of Edinburgh in
Scotland,
wrote in The Times that we
have reached “a moment to
be savored, even as we sound
new notes of care and caution
about the speed, nature and
range of these changes.”
Those changes, he said,
include artificial intelligence
that outperforms humans,
devices that help overcome injuries, and robots that provide
companionship and sex.
“All this blurs the boundaries between body and machine,” he wrote, “between
mind and world, between standard, augmented and virtual
realities, and between human
and post-human.” To inhabit
this new world, he added, is to
live in one “marked more by
possibility, fluidity, change
and negotiability than by outdated images of fixed natures
and capacities.”
However, that technology
is forcing us to examine our
human values, Sherry Turkle
wrote in The Times. She is
skeptical of A.I. — not artificial intelligence but rather
artificial intimacy. She said
that there are consequences
to teaching people to interact
emotionally with machines
that cannot authentically reciprocate.
“These robots can perform
empathy in a conversation
about your friend, your mother, your child or your lover, but
they have no experience of any
of these relationships,” wrote
Ms. Turkle, a professor at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. “Machines have
not known the arc of a human
life. They feel nothing of the
For comments, write to
nytweekly@nytimes.com.

human loss or love we describe
to them.”
As machines are programmed to appear more
empathetic, she said, children
will lose their ability to empathize if they interact with them
too often because they are an
“empathic dead end.”
“We diminish as the seeming empathy of the machine
increases,” she wrote. “It
is technology forcing us to
forget what we know about
life.” Being human today, she
added, “is about the struggle
to remain genuinely empathic
ourselves.”
That’s a struggle worth having, according to Dan Ariely,
an author and professor of psychology at Duke University in
North Carolina. Empathy is
one of our defining traits. But
there’s a dark side to it, too.
“Because our ability to
care shows up when we are
exposed to suffering, and because we have an instinct to
try and avoid pain,” Mr. Ariely
wrote in The Times, “we are
often tempted to evade the
very thing that makes us human: caring.”
Abandoning empathy to
avoid agony is a common
enough reaction that some
people seek it from nonhumans, a clear contradiction.
Ms. Turkle told the story of a
16-year-old girl who found other people to be so disappointing that she thought a robot
might be a better alternative.
“There are people who have
tried to make friends, but
stumbled so badly that they’ve
given up,” she said the girl told
her. “So when they hear this
idea of robots as companions,
well … it’s not like a robot has
the mind to walk away or leave
you or anything like that.”
The girl’s story speaks to the
consequence of forsaking empathy, which Mr. Ariely calls
our “amazing superpower.”
“Which version of humanity
will we, individually and collectively, choose?” he wrote.
“Will we open our eyes to the
pain of others, and with it feel
the need to do something to
help? Or will we just get better
at looking away?”
ROBB TODD
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African migrants often become street
vendors in Spain. Babacar Diop, above, sells
as part of a cooperative.

Immigrant
Street Sellers
Face Scorn
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By RAPHAEL MINDER

BARCELONA, Spain — On
weekends, dozens of sidewalk
vendors line up along the seafront promenade in Barcelona,
offering wares like supposedly
designer-name sunglasses,
clothing and other knickknacks, usually counterfeit.
The vendors, known as manteros, epitomize a quandary
facing the authorities: It is one
thing to debate whether to allow more migrants into the European Union, but quite another to agree on what to do with
them once they arrive.
Most manteros are migrants
from Africa who have often
risked their lives fleeing violence or poverty. But many find
when they reach the European
Union that landing a regular
job without the correct papers
is almost impossible — especially in high-unemployment
countries like Spain.
To make a living, many become street sellers. Barcelona
has become a hub for manteros, or blanketeers, so called
for spreading their goods on
cloth sheets that can easily be
folded into a makeshift bag.

The street vendors have become an emotionally charged
topic in Spain, and episodes
with manteros have occasionally turned violent.
In recent weeks, a court sentenced a mantero to four and a
half months in prison and a fine
of 3,500 euros, about $4,000, for
injuring a police officer during
a check in Cambrils. The mantero kicked the officer, who had
put his foot on the merchandise
cloth to stop the vendor from
running away. Also last month,
an American tourist, José Bravo, was hospitalized in Barcelona with head injuries after a
tussle with a street vendor.
The manteros say they are
being used for political means,
and have pointed to police excesses. A union they formed recently called on the authorities
to decriminalize street selling.
Leading up to municipal
elections next year, opposition
politicians have used the tensions over the manteros to accuse Barcelona’s leftist mayor,
Ada Colau, of failing to maintain law and order in the city.
The street vendors have
found Barcelona to be a relative-

ly good base, largely because
the city has lots of tourists.
“It’s just horrible to have
this illegal competition,” said
Carlos Servidio, whose market stand offers leather belts
and bags manufactured at his
workshop just outside Barcelona. Born in Argentina, Mr.
Servidio arrived in Barcelona
30 years ago.
“I don’t want to criminalize

Allowed into Spain,
but then denied
access to jobs.
these Africans, because I know
what it’s like to be a migrant
and to have to make a new start
in life,” he said. “But the authorities must decide whether
everybody should be paying
taxes — or instead nobody.”
No one knows for sure how
big Barcelona’s network of
manteros is. Estimates vary
from a few hundred to almost

3,000. Parvati Nair, the Barcelona-based director of the United Nations University Institute
on Globalization, Culture and
Mobility, said the absence of
figures was a problem. “Street
vendors are part of an informal
economy that is legally and politically invisible,” she said.
In July, the left-wing mayor
of Madrid, Manuela Carmena,
introduced a residency permit
for undocumented migrants
that offers access to health care
and some other basic services.
Opposition politicians have
warned that could encourage
more illegal migration and exacerbate the mantero problem.
Ms. Carmena said, “Madrid is
a very large city where there
are irregular activities that
shouldn’t take place, but the
fact that there is a certain number of people selling irregularly is by a long shot not among
the main problems.”
Barcelona introduced a cooperative project last year aimed
at helping vendors leave the
streets and sell items at official
markets instead. The project
is intended to let vendors earn
money and eventually obtain

work permits. Babacar Diop, 38 and from Senegal, was
among the 15 vendors selected
to begin the cooperative. He
said it was “a chance to stop
taking risks on the streets,
where you’re always trying to
get away from the police.”
One recent evening in Barcelona, as Samba Diallo, 28,
threaded his way between tables on a cafe terrace, he held
two wooden sculptures of elephants and a large cloth bag
over his shoulder filled with
trinkets. He headed for a table occupied by three women;
when they saw him approach,
they waved him off.
At another table, Mr. Diallo talked with a Dutch family
and got the father to hold his
elephant sculpture and have
his photograph taken alongside
him. The tourist later explained
that he worried about buying
the bulky object because of luggage restrictions on his airline.
Mr. Diallo failed to find a single buyer.
He said, “It’s hard to get people to trust you as an African —
and luck also wasn’t on my side
today.”
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A Russian University Without the Students
By IVAN NECHEPURENKO

SA IN T PETER SBURG,
Russia — At this time of year,
the halls of the European University at Saint Petersburg, a
private liberal arts college in
Russia’s second-largest city,
would normally be filling with
students returning from break.
For the second year in a row,
however, the college’s lecture
halls are empty and dark. The
only action is in the faculty
rooms, where the underemployed professors grumble
about their forced sabbatical.
The European University
has a world-class faculty, a
generous endowment and an
outstanding reputation as a
research institution. What it
has lacked since August of last
year, when the authorities took
away the university’s teaching
license, is students.
Lately, however, things have
begun to look up. President
Vladimir V. Putin’s re-election in March led to a major
reshuffling of the Russian government. Aleksei L. Kudrin,
one of the most powerful liberal-leaning politicians in Russia, became the head of the Audit Chamber, with the power to
send his own inspectors.
Suddenly, with Mr. Kudrin’s
appointment, the Russian
education regulator failed to
find any violations when it
surveyed the university, and
a teaching license was granted last month. It now plans to
reopen to students in October.
But the European University’s struggles may not be
over. There have been times
over the past year when the
school thought its teaching license was about to be restored,
and each time its hopes were
dashed. The university was
caught in the battles waged in
the Russian government between reactionary, nationalist
forces and more progressive,
outward-looking factions.
“The European University’s
problem is that it is European,” said Vladimir Y. Gelman,
a professor at the school. “The
set of principles followed by
our school — academic free-
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Russian conservatives,
like Vyacheslav Y.
Dobrokhotov, left, criticized
the European University at
Saint Petersburg, forcing it
to close last year.

dom, self-organization and
international openness — is
the opposite of the one followed
by today’s Russia: centralized
control, power vertical and isolationism,” he said.
The European University
was a product of the immediate
post-Soviet era, when money
was scarce but grass-roots
initiatives blossomed. It was
set up in 1994 by a group of enthusiasts to try to prevent the
emigration of talent. Its aim
was to bring together Russia’s
leading scholars in the social

sciences and humanities in an
institution modeled after Western universities.
The school was a success,
with students flocking there
from around the world. In contrast to most Russian universities, students were forced to
think critically, and they were
free to choose their own areas
of interest.
The Soviet educational system had produced good mathematicians and physicists, but
little else, with the disciplines
of economics, sociology, political science and history burdened by Marxist dogma.

For Russia’s nationalists,
whose influence grew after Mr.
Putin’s rise to the presidency
in 2000, the university was an
intolerable outpost of Western
liberalism.
In a complaint filed in 2016,
Vyacheslav Y. Dobrokhotov,
an activist with a nationalist
movement in Saint Petersburg, cited a book by a political
scientist at the university that
argued that the Soviet social
fabric was based on hypocrisy.
“I realized that this organization is harmful to Russia,”
he said. “Its main organizer is
the United States. They want to
stage a color revolution in our
country.”
A grievance was also filed
by Dmitri Bikbov, who complained about workers unloading new plastic windows near
the university’s main building,
an 18th-century, marble-clad

Education Gives Girls
A Voice in Morocco
By MARJORIE OLSTER

DOUAR LAADAM, Morocco
— In a tiny Moroccan village
on the outskirts of Marrakesh,
dozens of teenage girls finished
a session of after-school activities by shouting affirmations:
“I am strong! I am smart! I am
capable!” they cried out. “I am
a leader! I am a feminist!”
Such a scene is extraordinary for this Muslim-majority
country, especially in Douar
Laadam, a poor village where
many teenage girls drop out of
school around puberty to marry and start families.
Maryam Montague — a former humanitarian aid worker
turned hotelier, designer and
self-described “social entrepreneur” — came up with the
idea of giving these girls a voice
through a program she created, Project Soar.
“No country can get ahead if
it leaves 50 percent of its population behind,” said Ms. Montague, an American expatriate

with an Iranian-born mother.
“Investing in a teen girl is investing in 40-plus years of a
productive future.”
Project Soar offers girls academic support, empowerment
coaching, health education,
sports and arts classes. It’s
free, but to take part, the girls
must pledge to stay in school.
Ms. Montague pays for the
nonprofit in part with proceeds
from a boutique hotel she and
her husband built as well as
funding from the United States.
It will also receive financing
from Ms. Montague’s new
fashion line, Agent Girlpower,
a small collection that includes
athleisure wear and jewelry inscribed with feminist messages in both Arabic and English.
Since the program started in
2013, Project Soar has expanded to 21 sites, and some 475 girls
have participated.
Ms. Montague has adapted
Project Soar into a scalable,
replicable template and said

NATALIE KEYSSAR FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Maryam Montague’s program for teenage Moroccan girls
is looking to expand into other countries, like Uganda.
that she has made progress toward starting the first branch
outside Morocco, in Uganda.
The initial idea of Project
Soar was to offer teenage girls
an incentive to stay in school so
they would postpone marriage
and childbearing. Morocco’s
enrollment rate for girls drops
to 24 percent after ninth grade,
according to the World Bank.
In exchange for a commitment to continue their studies, the girls got access to after-school programs that oth-

erwise didn’t exist there.
When Ms. Montague learned
that fewer than half the girls
in the region passed an exam
at the end of ninth grade that
is required to move on to high
school, Project Soar added
tutoring to the program. This
support has increased the
passing rate for girls in Project
Soar to 73 percent compared
with the rate of 44 percent girls
in the Marrakesh region.
A majority of the girls’ mothers were teenagers when they

palace that had been designated a historical landmark.
The complaints created a
legal pretext for 11 official bodies — among them the Emergency Situations Ministry,
which oversees fire inspection
— to conduct inquiries. A legal
wrangle ensued.
In the end, the Saint Petersburg government evicted the
university from the palace,
forcing it to move.
University officials say
they were never clear why the
teaching license was revoked.
“I am sure the reason we
cannot study has nothing to do
with fire safety regulations,”
said Roman V. Popov, a student
of economics, who had to transfer to another college in Saint
Petersburg to receive his degree. “It might be political, or
perhaps someone just wanted
to have our building.”

married, and there has been
some opposition to the project.
“This work is controversial,”
Ms. Montague said. “I think of
it as a quiet revolution, but a
revolution nonetheless.”
In Morocco, as in many developing countries, girls miss
school around puberty because
they cannot afford supplies for
their menstrual period.
Project Soar distributes period kits and teaches girls how to
manage menstruation.
“There is such a culture of
shame,” Ms. Montague said.
Khadija Satour, 15, was forbidden by her father from joining Project Soar. But she asked
again a year later and he relented, according to a program
administrator, Wafaa Afkir.
When Khadija first arrived,
she stuttered and never talked about herself, Ms. Afkir
said. Now, she is communicative and proud of what she has
achieved.
“I now understand myself
and know myself better and
that made it easier to understand other people,” Khadija
said. “Knowing myself was the
biggest takeaway of my empowerment journey,” she said,
choking back tears.

A new
park
on the
Tiber in
Rome has
chairs,
sand and
a polluted
river.

ROME DISPATCH

Beach Where No One Dares Swim
By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO

ROME — The riverfront
beach was supposed to be a
summertime gift from the
beleaguered mayor of Rome,
Virginia Raggi, to her citizens.
Called “Tiberis,” an ancient
name for Rome’s main waterway, the municipal beach
had been promoted as Rome’s
answer to Seine-side installations in Paris.
But when it finally opened
last month, after doubts
about whether it would open
at all given that the season
was nearly over, the area — a
cluster of beach chairs and
sun umbrellas, two beach
volleyball courts and vending
machines — was dismissed by
some as too little, too late.
Rather than a symbol of the
progressive governance of Ms.
Raggi’s party, the Five Star

Movement, Tiberis has become another lightning rod for
Romans to vent their dissatisfaction with the mayor.
Taking to social media,
some cracked jokes that the
basic beach, in a populous
Rome suburb, was best suited
for the Tiber’s most assiduous
habitués: its rats. Others complained that unlike in other
European capitals like Berlin
and Copenhagen, whose urban lidos include pools or other
areas suitable for swimming,
sweaty sunbathers at Tiberis
could opt only for showers in
plastic cubicles.
“A lot of untreated sewage
is still dumped into the Tiber,
so it is very polluted,” said
Giorgio Zampetti, the director
general of the Italian environmental association Legambiente. “It’s a shame, and an

issue we’ve raised often.” But
cleaning up the river would be
an immense and expensive
undertaking for the city.
“A beach with no water is
kind of ridiculous,” said Tom
Rankin, the former director of
Tevereterno, a nonprofit that
promotes artistic projects for
the Tiber. He said City Hall
could have “come up with
something better.”
It didn’t help that a Rome
newspaper reported that the
city had reached a secret accord with a neighborhood boss
nicknamed “Zorro” to try to
make sure the beach would not
be vandalized. City officials
called it “fake news.”
Others said the city had
missed an important opportunity to re-establish a connection to the Tiber, once central
to the Italian capital’s identity

CLAUDIO PERI/EPA, VIA SHUTTERSTOCK

but today mostly neglected
and overlooked.
According to legend, Rome
was established on the banks
of the Tiber, where Romulus
and Remus, the city’s mythical
twin founders, were rescued
and suckled by a wolf. Tall embankments were built along
stretches of the Tiber after
disastrous flooding in 1870,
separating the city from the
river, but for centuries before,
Romans had direct access to
the river.
In recent years, restaurants
and bars have become sum-

mer staples along the Tiber’s
banks, drawing residents and
tourists. But city administrations have struggled to find
long-term solutions to the river’s neglect.
Tiberis was a start.
One sweltering afternoon,
Marta Di Matteo, who lives
five minutes away, said she
was “tickled by the Tiberis,”
adding, “It’s like having a
beach under your house.”
She dismissed the criticism.
“The fact is, before there wasn’t
a beach, and now there is,” she
said. “Let’s just enjoy it.”
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Missing Children, Stuck in the United States
Continued from Page 1

leaves them anguished.
“It’s been enough pain,” Mr.
Domingo said. “How much
more does the government
want us to suffer? It’s too
much.”
The American authorities
declined to comment on individual cases involving minors.
In August, under orders from
Judge Dana M. Sabraw of Federal District Court in Southern
California, the government
submitted a strategy to reunify children with parents who
had been deported. Its details
were worked out in conference
with the American Civil Liberties Union, which filed a suit
against the government over
the separation policy.
The government has designated officials in various
departments to steer its efforts and is coordinating with
Central American consular
officials in the United States to
prepare the children’s travel
documents. The government
has also assumed financial
responsibility for repatriating
the children.
But locating the parents in
their countries of origin and
identifying their children within the bureaucracy is difficult.
That burden has fallen to a coalition of American advocacy
groups.
The advocates have been
trying to call parents to explain the legal system and
connect them with lawyers in
the United States. But many of
the parents are members of indigenous groups, do not speak
Spanish as a first language
and live in poor, rural areas of
Central America with dubious
telephone service.
There is no working telephone number or contact number at all for 56 parents. To
find them, advocacy groups
have been deploying teams
to Guatemala, Honduras and
elsewhere, sometimes driving
to remote villages and going
door to door with scant clues in
hand.
In consultation with the advocates, some parents have
chosen to have their children
repatriated as soon as possible. Others are seeking to have
their children remain in the
United States so they can pursue asylum claims.
And some parents who feel
they were deprived of the right
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Byron’s 12-yearold sister,
Jessica, walking
to school in
Guatemala as
her brother
remains in
detention. ‘‘It’s
been enough
pain,’’ said their
father, Pablo
Domingo, at
home.
to make an asylum claim hope
to have the possibility of returning to the United States to
make another attempt, which
the Trump administration has
indicated it would strongly oppose.
Government officials and
advocates said that red tape,
including lining up travel documents, can delay a child’s departure by more than a month.
And sometimes social workers
in shelters fail to complete the
paperwork necessary to expedite release. According to
the government plan filed in
August, the children are now
expected to be allowed to leave
the country without going be-

fore a judge, which may speed
things up.
While many of the families
said they were fleeing violence
in their homeland, that was not
the case for Mr. Domingo and
his son Byron. Their motivation was economic.
“We went to give our children a better future,” said
Mr. Domingo, who works as a
laborer on construction sites
making the equivalent of a few
dollars per day.
Mr. Domingo and Byron left
home in mid-May and, with
the help of a smuggler, crossed
the border into America a
week later, immediately turning themselves in to Border

Patrol agents.
Mr. Domingo knew that for
years, adults traveling with
children generally had been
detained for removal proceedings but then quickly released
to await their day in court inside the United States. But that
practice changed with the zero-tolerance policy, which had
been put into effect days before
their arrival, and the father
and son were separated.
While in detention, Mr. Domingo said, he was made to
sign some documents. They
were in English and he did not
know what they meant.
“They told me that the papers were so that he would be

Attacks on Refugees
Are Tied to Facebook
Continued from Page 1

per-person Facebook use rose
to one standard deviation
above the national average, attacks on refugees increased by
about 50 percent.
Nationwide, the researchers
estimated in an interview, this
effect drove one-tenth of all anti-refugee violence.
The study bolstered a growing body of research, they
said, finding that social media
scrambles users’ perceptions
of outsiders, of reality, even of
right and wrong.
Facebook declined to comment on the study, but a spokeswoman said in an email, “Our
approach on what is allowed on
Facebook has evolved over time
and continues to change as we
learn from experts in the field.”
The company toughened a
number of restrictions on hate
speech during and after the
study’s sample period. Still, experts believe that much of the
link to violence doesn’t come
through overt hate speech,
but rather through subtler and
more pervasive ways that the
platform distorts users’ picture
of reality and social norms.

An Alternate Reality

When refugees first arrived,
so many locals volunteered to
help that Anette Wesemann,
who runs Altena’s refugee integration center, couldn’t keep
up. She’d find Syrian or Afghan
families attended by entourages of self-appointed life coaches
and German tutors.
“It was really moving,” she
said.
But when Ms. Wesemann set
up a Facebook page to organize food drives and volunteer

Shane Thomas McMillan
contributed reporting.

events, it filled with anti-refugee vitriol. Some posts appeared to come from outsiders,
joined by a few locals. Over
time, their anger proved infectious, dominating the page.
Links between Facebook and
anti-refugee violence would be
indirect, researchers say, but
begin with the algorithm that
determines each user’s newsfeed.
That algorithm is built
around a core mission: promote content that will maximize user engagement. Posts
that tap into negative, primal
emotions like anger or fear perform best and so proliferate.
That is how anti-refugee
sentiment can seem unusually common on Facebook, even
in a pro-refugee town like Altena. Even if only a minority
of users express anti-refugee
views, once they dominate the
newsfeed, this can have consequences for everyone else.
People instinctively conform
to their community’s social
norms, which are normally a
brake on bad behavior. Facebook scrambles that process. It
isolates people from moderating voices or authority figures,
siphons them into like-minded
groups and promotes content
that engages their emotions.
“You can get this impression
that there is widespread community support for violence,”
said Betsy Paluck, a social psychologist at Princeton University in New Jersey. “And that
changes your idea of whether,
if you acted, you wouldn’t be
acting alone.”
In his office, Gerhard Pauli,
a grandfatherly local prosecutor, flipped through printouts
of social media posts that the
police had pulled from Mr.
Denkhaus’s cellphone.
Mr. Denkhaus messaged

in my arms instantly,” he recalled. “Well, they fooled me.”
He now thinks that with that
signature, he agreed to be deported. Mr. Domingo was sent
home on June 1.
In July, Byron celebrated his
8th birthday in detention. The
only contact the family has
with the boy are brief video
phone calls three times a week
that are initiated by the boy’s
social worker in Texas.
During the calls, Mr. Domingo and his wife have had
difficulty connecting emotionally with Byron, they said. He
gives clipped answers to their
questions and constantly looks
offscreen, as if keeping an eye
on someone monitoring his
conversations. Recently, he
said the place where he was
staying was “dangerous,” but
he did not elaborate.
These fraught exchanges
have left his parents feeling
desperate and helpless. They
have heard about accusations
of child abuse in a shelter in Arizona and imagine worse.
“They are innocent children,
and the president is truly punishing them too much,” Mr. Domingo said of Mr. Trump. “He
has done a lot of damage.”

Facebook — and a mistaken
belief that everyone agrees.
Any rumor or tidbit about
foreigners, she said, “sure gets
around fast. People feel confirmed in their viewpoint.”
The ideological bubbles can
be radicalizing, she added:
“It’s just, ‘like, like, like.’ ”

In Facebook’s Absence

KSENIA KULESHOVA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Refugees in Altena are greeted warmly on the street, but
there are Facebook pages full of racist attacks.
near constantly with friends
to share articles and memes
disparaging foreigners. At
first they trafficked in provocations, ironically addressing
one another as “mein Führer.”
Over time, they appeared to
lose sight of the line separating trolling from sincere hate,
a process referred to as “irony
poisoning.”
“He said to his partner one
day, ‘And now we have to do
something,’ ” Mr. Pauli said.
Mr. Denkhaus and a friend
doused the attic of a refugee
group house with gasoline and
set it on fire. No one was hurt.
In court, his lawyer would
argue that Mr. Denkhaus had
shown no outward animus
toward refugees before that
night. It was only online that
he’d dabbled in hate.
Though Altena’s residents
condemned Mr. Denkhaus,
his was not the last act of violence. Last year, the mayor
was stabbed by a man said to
be outraged by his pro-refugee
policies. Mr. Pauli suspected a
social media link: Local pages
had filled with hateful comments toward the mayor just
before the attack.

Distorted Social Norms
In Traunstein, a Bavarian
mountainside town, Facebook
use and anti-refugee violence
rates are both unusually high.

Rolf Wasserman, an artist, is
not politically influential in any
traditional sense. Though conservative, he is hardly extremist. But he is furiously active on
Facebook.
He is what the researchers
call a superposter.
He posts a steady stream of
rumors, opinion columns and
news reports on crimes committed by refugees. Though
none crosses into hate speech
or fake news, in the aggregate,
they portray Germany as beset
by dangerous foreigners.
“On Facebook, it’s possible to
reach people who are not highly political, to bring information to them,” he said. “You can
build peoples’ political views.”
When casual users open
Facebook, often what they see
is a world shaped by superposters. Their exaggerated
worldviews allow them to collectively dominate newsfeeds.
Facebook’s algorithm elevates a class of superposters
like Mr. Wasserman who, in the
aggregate, give readers an impression that social norms are
more hostile to refugees and
more distrustful of authority
than they really are.
Natascha Wolff, who teaches at a vocational school, has
found that young people often
express the most anti-refugee
views. They seem to draw, she
said, on things they saw on

The University of Warwick
researchers tested their findings by examining every sustained internet outage in their
study window.
Whenever internet access
went down in an area with high
Facebook use, attacks on refugees dropped significantly.
And they dropped by the same
rate at which heavy Facebook
use is thought to boost violence.
This spring, internet services went down for several
days or weeks, depending on
the block, in the Berlin suburb
of Schmargendorf.
Esperanza Muñoz, who
moved here from Colombia
in the 1980s, found the outage
relaxing. She socialized more
with neighbors and followed
the news less.
“Social media, it’s an illusion,” she said.
Ms. Muñoz said that Facebook communities in Colombia seemed even more prone
to outrage. “It really was as if
there was only one opinion,”
she said, describing her Facebook feed during recent Colombian elections. “We’re only
informed in one direction, and
that’s really not good.”
This hints at what experts
consider one of the most important lessons of the study.
If Facebook can be linked to
hundreds of attacks even in
Germany, its effect could be
far more severe in countries
like Colombia with weaker
institutions, weaker social
media regulations and more
immediate histories of political violence.
“People wouldn’t say these
things with their own mouths,”
Ms. Muñoz said. “But it’s easy
for them to share it online.”
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Uncovering Treasures in Southwest Colombia

Desierto de
la Tatacoa
and a
waterfall
near Parque
National
Natural
Puracé in
southwest
Colombia, a
region that
has been
overlooked
by tourists.

By ELIZABETH ZACH

The morning my guide, Juliana Chávez, met me in Popayán, at the southern point
of Colombia’s verdant Valle
de Cauca, she warned me that
the drive ahead of us that day
would be rough and long. Our
destination was San Agustín,
home to some of South America’s most compelling archaeological finds. During the more
than five decades of war here,
it had been difficult if not impossible to visit — yet only
it is 130 kilometers from Popayán, the nearest city.
But we planned to drive via
the Parque National Natural
Puracé, and the road bisecting
this jungle and rain forest landscape is mostly unpaved, so we
would be at a crawl much of the
day. Ms. Chávez offered details
more concerning than a bumpy
ride. Like about guerrilla ambushes and kidnappings.
In the 1990s, as war swept
across Colombia, FARC guerrillas set up base camps in
Puracé. The remote area was
notorious for kidnappings.
The FARC rebels signed a
peace accord with the Colombian government in 2016, but
many Colombians remain dissatisfied with the agreement.
But Puracé, like much of Colombia today, is safe to travel
and eager for tourists. Earlier
in the week, I had visited Medellín, once the murder capital
of the world, with one of Pablo
Escobar’s cousins as my guide;
he offers a tour of the cocaine
emperor’s haunts and legacy.
But I would spend most of my
time in the country’s southwest
pocket, a region largely overlooked by tourists.
Travelers to the southwestern states of Huila and Cauca,
I had read, could pass through
desert, jungle and alpine conditions within a day, albeit
on some rugged roads like
through Puracé, which ranges
across 830 square kilometers.
Some towns, like Popayán,
whose elegant whitewashed
colonial facades have earned it

PHOTOGRAPHS BY FEDERICO RIOS ESCOBAR FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

the moniker La Ciudad Blanca,
were miraculously left alone
during the fighting, revered
for their historical significance
and sheer beauty. I stayed one
night in a grand former Franciscan monastery. Other area
towns, like Silvia, were spared
carnage because of their large
indigenous community, the
Guambiano, who had declared
their territory a peace reservation, and had prohibited the establishment of police stations
or guerrilla bases.
Silvia lies in a small valley,
and as we approached, it appeared almost like a Swiss
hamlet. Arriving at the main
square, colors flooded my eyes:
finely woven purple skirts and
jackets worn by men and women; open-aired Dodge commuter buses painted every color of
the psychedelic spectrum.
It was Tuesday, and the
weekly market was in full
swing. We admired the handmade purses, scarves and jewelry and then headed for the
enclosed market. There, Ms.

Chávez pointed to bags of marijuana (it’s not legal, but decriminalized) alongside a cornucopia of potatoes, dozens of
varieties. We passed through
corridors lined with burlap
sacks overflowing with rosemary, quinoa, jayo and bricks
of panela, or raw cane sugar,
along with those Colombian

staples, coffee and coca leaves.
It was also possible to buy
frailejónes, a plant in the sunflower family that is processed
as a tea and is said to possess
medicinal qualities, particularly for lung ailments. Like
the coca leaves I saw for sale,
frailejón is generally illegal for
consumption. The Guambiano have their own laws, Ms.
Chávez explained, and are exempt from the prohibition.
Our drive into Puracé would
take us higher into the Andes
until we reached a vast moor
carpeted in frailejónes and
stretching to the Puracé Volcano, which rose to over 4,500 meters and was shrouded in mist.
It is the most active volcano in
Colombia, and the powerhouse
behind dozens of hot springs.
The road for dozens of kilometers ascended through
pockets of rain forest that included colonies of wax palms
— Colombia’s national tree
and the world’s tallest palms —
and jungle passes, and across
bridges spanning the Cauca

and Mazamorras Rivers.
Even higher up in the park,
Ms. Chávez led me among the
mysterious stone sculptures
at San Agustín’s Parque Arqueológico, which was named
a Unesco World Heritage Site
in 1995. Two indigenous tribes
settled in the Magdalena and
Cauca river valleys some 5,000
years ago. They vanished, but
left behind hundreds of solemn
anthropomorphic sculptures,
most of them tombstones.
Later on, during a drive
north from San Agustín and
halfway to Bogotá, the soaring
Andes flatten, and we arrived
at the Desierto de la Tatacoa, a
disorienting badland of prickly
pear cactuses and wild goats,
trenches, crags and bluffs.
As darkness fell, we headed
to an observatory. Through
a powerful telescope there, I
looked up at the moon and the
stars that remained constants
across civilizations, colonization, war and violence, and now
hung still in an eternal, pacific
sky.
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The Muppets Get Naughty on the Big Screen
By BRUCE FRETTS

The director Brian Henson
wasn’t surprised when some
viewers were mortified by
the trailer for his new movie
“The Happytime Murders” —
so explicit it can be shown in
theaters only before R-rated
movies. In one scene, “I used
puppets and Silly String to
comically depict a man ejaculating,” he said. “Ultimately,
it’s the choice of Silly String
that makes people say, ‘Oh,
this is just naughty, ridiculous,
guilty-pleasure fun.’ ”
Of course, the fact that it’s
puppets having sex might be a
clue, too.
“Happytime,” a mystery
spoof starring Melissa McCarthy as a cop who teams up with
a puppet partner to investigate
the killings of blue-felt victims
that was in global release at
the end of August, isn’t the first
risqué puppet opus. There was
“Avenue Q” on Broadway and

Joel
McHale
with a
blue-felt
antagonist
in ‘‘The
Happytime
Murders.’’
HOOPER STONE/STX FILMS

the 2004 comedy “Team America: World Police.” It’s not even
the only transgressive puppet
satire that came out recently:
“Puppet Master: The Littlest
Reich,” a darkly comic, Nazi-themed reboot of the horror
franchise about demonic toys,
was also recently released.
But “Happytime” is the first
R-rated movie from the Jim
Henson Company, founded by
Brian’s father and famous for
family friendly fare like “The
Muppet Show.”
“I was worried the audience

would be upset,” Brian Henson admitted. “But truthfully,
this is very similar to what
my dad and all those Muppets
guys would do when cameras weren’t rolling — they had
naughty, blue senses of humor.”
That was offscreen, though.
How would the elder Henson,
who died in 1990, feel about
gags like the porn-movie scene
in which an octopus milks a
cow’s eight udders simultaneously? “I think he would enjoy
it and say, ‘You went over the
line in a couple of places,’ ” Bri-

an Henson said. “But there’s
an expectation with R-rated
comedies these days that you
should go a little too far, so I did
it on purpose.”
Ms. McCarthy agreed.
“Sometimes, when things aren’t real, you can push it a little
farther,” she said. “These are
puppets, so you can only take
them so seriously.” Still, the
mother of two preteenage girls
added, “My kids will not be
seeing ‘Happytime,’ and other
children shouldn’t see it until
they’re older.”
Thomas Lennon, the veteran
comedic actor (“Reno 911!”)
who plays a comic-book artist
battling white-supremacist
marionettes in “The Littlest
Reich,” allowed his young son,
Oliver, to play a small role in
the movie. “He was very excited to be in it,” Mr. Lennon said.
“But he might not ever see it.”
That’s because unlike in
“Happytime,” actual human

beings engage in explicit sex
— and are gruesomely slaughtered by the mini-Nazis. “I approached it as a horror movie,
but everything I do has comedy,” said the screenwriter
S. Craig Zahler, whose credits
include “Bone Tomahawk” and
“Brawl in Cell Block 99.”
There are precedents for puppets committing mayhem, like
the 1978 Anthony Hopkins ventriloquist shocker, “Magic,” and
10 years later, “Child’s Play.”
And we haven’t seen the
last oddball puppet film. Mr.
Zahler is working with the Jim
Henson Company to produce
“Hug Chickenpenny,” a Dickensian fable about an Elephant
Man-esque orphan embodied
by an animatronic puppet. “It’s
got a gothic horror feel, but it’s
a very heartfelt piece,” he said.
One aspect will set it apart
from “Happytime” and “The
Littlest Reich.” Mr. Zahler said,
“It will be PG or PG-13.”

Ethan Hawke Is Finally Finding Acclaim, on His Own Terms
Continued from Page 1
that he gave a “truly ineffective
performance” in 2003’s “Henry IV”: “Movie actor Ethan
Hawke is simply out of his
depth.” The Chicago Tribune
said his Macbeth in 2013 was a
“tragic hero without drive.”
Anytime he showed ambition outside matinee idoldom,
it was the same thing. In 1998,
The Times said of “Great Expectations,” “Mr. Hawke seldom registers anything more
interesting than astonishment
at Finn’s good fortune.” Of his
Hamlet in 2000, The Times
wrote, “Mr. Hawke’s moping
slows things down too much.”
Variety wrote, “This slacker
prince forms a sinkhole at the
center of adaptor-helmer Michael Almereyda’s otherwise
compelling contempo update.”

He wrote a novel, “The Hottest State,” which Kirkus determined was “clumsily written.”
The movie adaptation that he
directed was similarly panned.
The Times described it as
“nearly two hours long, with a
tenuous narrative continuity.”
But he never forgot Cassavetes. He never forgot that it was
entirely possibly that people
wouldn’t appreciate your work
while you were doing it. That
they might appreciate it only
long after you were dead. Or
maybe even never! But that
didn’t mean you shouldn’t do it.
The critics — the ones who
called him pretentious, too earnest and too overly serious for
a movie star — became a force
he learned to defy, if not ignore.
He wrote two more novels,
plus a graphic novel called “Indeh” about the Apache nations.

He continued to mount plays.
He directed a music video, then
more movies. He helped write
the sequels to “Before Sunrise”
— “Before Sunset” in 2004,
while his marriage to Uma
Thurman was “collapsing and
I took all of that and put it into
that movie”; and “Before Midnight” in 2013. He earned Oscar
nominations for best adapted
screenplay for both films.
But it almost didn’t matter by
then. Last summer, when a film
adaptation of Tennessee Williams’s “Camino Real” that he
was set to direct got delayed, he
was left with nine free months.
He had been wanting to
write and direct a film about
Blaze Foley, a barely known
country singer who died in
1989. Foley devoted his life to
music, but was wary of the way
commerce could corrupt it. Mr.

Figuring out how
to be a true artist,
amid all the noise.
Hawke loved that. His wife,
Ryan Hawke, had a childhood
friend who was married to Ben
Dickey, a folk musician who
bore a resemblance to Foley.
During New Year’s 2016, Mr.
Dickey grabbed a guitar and began to sing the Foley song “Clay
Pigeons.” He sang it mournfully, and it was as if Foley were
there. Mr. Dickey agreed to
star in a film about Foley, even
though he’d never acted.
“Blaze” entered theaters
attached to reviews that offer no qualifiers when they

mention their admiration for
the film and its director. And
Mr. Hawke is a surefire Oscar
contender for his performance
as a depressed pastor in this
spring’s “First Reformed.”
Richard Linklater, who directed “Boyhood” and the “Before” trilogy, said Mr. Hawke
has had this instinct since the
earliest days of his career.
When Mr. Linklater was
casting “Before Sunrise,” he remembers that Mr. Hawke was
“really at that moment getting
offered everything from Hollywood, but here he is talking to
an indie film guy about going to
Vienna and doing a film for no
money, super low budget, that
he thinks probably won’t work,
and would take a huge effort to
make it work as a film. Ethan
has turned down a lot of fame,
in Hollywood terms.”
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D
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A
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T
B R U
A
E L A

E
C
U
A
D
O
R
I
R
O
N
L
A
D
Y
T
W
I
T

D
O
R
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S
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S
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Y
P
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L
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H
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N
E

S
T
O
P
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O
V
E
R
S
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O
W
W
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E
R
E
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A
S
I

O
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O L
A L
A
D M
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O S

E
L
I
S
E

R
A
C
E
R

B
A
N
D

I
S E
E R
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O
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A
L
L
L
I
S
T

T
A R
T A
T H
Y
G
L
E
E

F
R
E
R
E

A
L
T
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PUZZLE 2
PETER ADAMIK

The European Union Youth Orchestra is relocating from London to Ferrara, Italy.

Musicians, Too, Unsettled by Brexit
By ANDREW DICKSON

LONDON — The composer Howard Goodall was passing through a
London airport in March en route
to Houston, Texas. Idling at the
currency exchange desk, he got into a conversation with an employee
about whether Britain’s departure
from the European Union, known
as Brexit, would be good for his industry. When Mr. Goodall suggested that the consequences would be
“disastrous,” the clerk replied that
everyone he asked that question
“gives the same answer.”
Mr. Goodall posted the exchange
on Twitter and soon found he had
touched a nerve: his message got
at least 1.6 million views. When a
Brexit-supporting member of Parliament, Nadine Dorries, asked
him to explain why, exactly, the
impact would be so negative, Mr.
Goodall responded on his blog, in
a passionate, closely argued piece,
3,400 words long.
“Well, I needed to say something,” Mr. Goodall said.
As Britain lives through the drama of Brexit, business leaders have
become increasingly spooked. In
comparison, the cause of classical
music perhaps seems trivial. But
plenty in the sector are unsettled.

In December, the Association of
British Orchestras pointed out that
many ensembles relied on multinational touring.
In July, the House of Lords reported that there could be grave repercussions for the cultural sector
if it became harder for performers
to enter Britain.
By then, the European Union
Youth Orchestra had long since

Questions about the
movement of talent
in Europe.
announced that its administrative
team would be leaving London for
a new home in Ferrara, Italy. “You
can’t ask for E.U. funding and then
not be in the E.U.,” its chief executive, Marshall Marcus, said.
A major problem would be created if Britain detaches from agreements enabling citizens to travel
and work within the bloc. Visa and
licensing requirements for British
ensembles could make touring

harder and less financially viable.
Opera houses are particularly
vulnerable, said Wasfi Kani, who
runs Grange Park Opera, a smallscale company based in Surrey,
south of London. “If, say, your
Italian tenor singing ‘Un Ballo in
Maschera’ suddenly goes sick and
you need a replacement, that would
get a lot harder,” she said.
There are other concerns: the
fate of thousands of students from
other E.U. countries in British music schools, regulations on intellectual property, and cultural funding
from the bloc’s institutions.
But John Whittingdale, a Brexit-supporting member of Parliament, said such anxieties were
alarmist. “We have some of the best
orchestras, musicians and conductors in the world, and that has nothing to do with the E.U.,” he said.
In London recently, members of
Aurora Orchestra were waiting for
a train to Paris. On the program that
evening was Mozart’s Symphony
No. 40 — music by an Austro-German composer being played by a
London ensemble whose members
come from across the E.U.
“Music has no borders,” said
Ruth Gibson, a viola player. “That’s
the whole point, isn’t it?”
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F I S K
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S
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Tesla Weathers Elon Musk’s Chaos
By DAVID GELLES

Elon Musk was up early
on August 25. He departed
Los Angeles, where he runs
SpaceX, his private rocket venture, and flew north in his jet.
Stopping in Silicon Valley, he
picked up two engineers from
Tesla, his electric-car company. They flew on to Reno, Nevada, where they spent the day at
Tesla’s battery plant, the Gigafactory.
It might have been just another workday, but Mr. Musk
was a brief night’s sleep removed from one of his most
consequentia l decisions:
scrapping his plan to take Tesla
private. It was an abrupt aboutface that capped a tumultuous
two and a half weeks that began with a tweet and wound
up roiling markets, setting off
regulatory alarms and raising
questions about his judgment.
“The reason Elon seems
to attract drama is that he is
so transparent, so open, in a
way that can come back to bite
him,” said Kimbal Musk, Mr.
Musk’s younger brother and a
Tesla board member.
Mr. Musk, 47, is responsible
for everything from Tesla’s
push into renewable energy to
the design of the air vents in
its newest car. He has extraordinary influence over the fate
of Tesla, its more than 40,000
employees and its investors.
In a recent interview, Mr.
Musk said he was physically

exhausted and emotionally
drained, causing some to question his fitness for the job.
Mr. Musk’s personal life is
no less chaotic. He was dating Grimes, the Canadian pop
musician, but the two recently
stopped following each other on social media, leading to
speculation they had broken
up. That followed a run-in with
the rapper Azealia Banks, who
intimated that Mr. Musk had
written his going-private tweet
while on acid. (He denied it.)
And at the office, he is hardly a
typical executive. He can often
be found on the factory floor,
working to fix robots. At night,
he sometimes sleeps under his
desk.

Taking It Personally
James Anderson is a partner
at the asset management firm
Baillie Gifford, Tesla’s biggest
shareholder after Mr. Musk.
He said he still had faith in Mr.
Musk, calling him a “visionary
leader” who had unmatched
technical expertise. Yet he said
he had grown worried about Mr.
Musk, believing that his volatile
personal life and intense work
ethic were taking a steep toll.
At 6:30 a.m. on August 18,
three robots in the paint shop
at the Tesla factory in Fremont, California, started malfunctioning. Mr. Musk went
to the factory and worked into
the night. The problem was
resolved, but Tesla reached

a troubling conclusion: The
robots had been infected with
malware in an act of industrial sabotage. And though they
could not prove it, executives
suspected the culprit was a
rogue employee, working at the
behest of short-sellers.
Tesla is among the most
shorted stocks, meaning
that hedge funds are betting
against it. For Mr. Musk — who
talks about weaning the world
off fossil fuels — these attacks
are not just the cost of doing
business, but efforts to derail
his efforts to help humanity.

‘The Most Difficult Time’
When Mr. Musk unveiled the
Model 3 last summer, he billed
it as the first mass-market
electric vehicle, and predicted
monthly production of 20,000
by year’s end. But in the final
three months of 2017, just 2,425
were completed.
“This has been the most difficult time for Tesla,” said J. B.
Straubel, the company’s chief
technical officer.
In preparing the assembly
lines, Mr. Musk became convinced that the process should
be close to fully automated. So
Tesla built a factory with hundreds of robots.
One robot was designed to
simply place a sound-dampening piece of fiberglass atop
the battery pack. But it would
fail to pick up the fiberglass, or
put it in the wrong place. It was

eventually replaced by
workers. After, Mr. Musk
tweeted: “Excessive automation at Tesla was a
mistake. To be precise,
my mistake. Humans are
underrated.”
Mr. Straubel said of Mr.
Musk: “He demands personal accountability from
the people that are closest
to the machines.”

‘Physically Exhausted’
Mr. Musk’s micromanaging has taken a toll on
Tesla’s executive ranks,
with more than 30 senior
employees having departed
since 2016.
“A C.E.O.’s most important
job is build a great team around
you,” said Bill George, a Goldman Sachs board member. “He
shouldn’t be sleeping on the
factory floor.”
Mr. Musk has said he works
120 hours a week. He often
spends Sunday nights at the
Tesla factory, then flies to Los
Angeles for the 10 a.m. executive meeting at SpaceX.
“I know that it has been a
difficult year for him,” said
Gwynne Shotwell, the SpaceX
chief operating officer. “Not because he’s frowning or throwing things, but because I can
tell he’s physically exhausted.”
On the morning of August 23,
Mr. Musk addressed his board
and announced that Tesla
would be staying public. He re-

GLUEKIT

alized that while going private
would remove problems such
as short-sellers, it could introduce others, including entanglements with oil kingdoms.
But there is still a looming investigation by the Securities
and Exchange Commission
over his August 7 tweet announcing that he had “funding
secured” to take Tesla private.
Peter Henning, professor of
law at Wayne State University
in Detroit, said the tweet was
“clearly incomplete disclosure,”
adding that if the S.E.C. decided
to pursue a fraud case, the consequences could be severe.
As Mr. Musk juggles his many challenges, Tesla’s fans and
foes will be scrutinizing his
words and actions. Will he spar
with short-sellers on Twitter?
Will he erupt on the next analyst call?

Greece’s
Bailout
Is Over.
Pain Isn’t.
By LIZ ALDERMAN

ATHENS — When Dimitris
Zafiriou landed a coveted fulltime job in June, the salary
was only half what he earned
before Greece’s debt crisis. Yet
after years of struggling, it was
a step up.
“Now, our family has zero
money left over at the end of
the month,” Mr. Zafiriou, 47, a
specialist in metal building infrastructure, said with a grim
laugh. “But zero is better than
what we had before, when we
couldn’t pay the bills at all.”
Greece has reached a milestone in one of the most ruinous financial crises to hit
Europe. The country has
officially ended its reliance
on over 320 billion euros, or
about $360 billion, of bailouts.
The economy is returning to
growth, and European leaders are declaring an end to the
debt crisis that nearly broke
up the eurozone.
But the price has been steep.
A wrenching downturn, combined with nearly a decade of
sharp spending cuts and tax
increases, has left over a third
of the population of 10 million
near poverty, according to the
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development.
Household incomes fell by

Maria Louka and Niki
Kitsantonis contributed
reporting.

EIRINI VOURLOUMIS FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Tourism in Greece has surged in recent years, creating jobs and economic growth. Tourists at the Parthenon.
more than 30 percent, and
more than a fifth of people are
unable to pay basic expenses
like rent, electricity and bank
loans. Unemployment has fallen to 19.5 percent from 28 percent, but remains the highest in
the eurozone.
“Any society that lost a quarter of its economy will have severe social problems,” Euclid
Tsakalotos, Greece’s finance
minister, said. “But things are
improving, and people can see
that they are improving.”
A newly stable economy has
prompted a return to hiring at
the Greek construction company where Mr. Zafiriou recently
landed work. But his monthly pay of €800 is far below the
€1,500 he used to earn. When
the crisis hit, that firm delayed
paying employees, first by two

A third of Greeks
live in poverty,
but life is better.
months, then four — a practice
that became common at many
businesses.
With Mr. Zafiriou’s new job,
things are looking up. He and
his wife, Sotiria, have rehired
a tutor for their 13-year-old
daughter, Anamaria, who has
dyslexia, and Mrs. Zafiriou
no longer needs to shop for
the cheapest produce or meat.
Their primary aim is to pay
down all the family’s debts as
quickly as possible.
Greece must continue austerity for years, while credi-

tors monitor its fiscal discipline
and progress on structural reforms.
Tourism has been surging, helping to reinvigorate
growth. Prime Minister Alexis
Tsipras wants to build momentum after the economy grew
1.4 percent last year. Greece
is running a budget surplus,
minus interest payments on
its still mountainous debt. Mr.
Tsipras is aiming to start selling Greek bonds again within
two years.
That outlook has lent a sense
that the crisis may be fading.
Yet for the majority of workers, Greece’s labor market remains difficult.
To make the economy more
competitive, Greece’s creditors set terms that included
suspending collective bargain-

American Dream, With Greek Yogurt
By DAVID GELLES

Hamdi Ulukaya arrived in
the United States in 1994 with
$3,000 in his pocket. He was
an immigrant from Turkey,
hoping to learn English and
find his way in a new country.
Today, Mr. Ulukaya is a billionaire. Chobani, the Greek
yogurt maker he founded
in 2007, has annual sales of
about $1.5 billion, and he owns
most of the privately held
company.
After starting a small business buying feta cheese, Mr.
Ulukaya bought an abandoned
yogurt factory in upstate New
York. A few years later, Chobani became very popular. As
the company grew, he began
hiring refugees, a move that
landed him in a conflict with
far-right commentators.
This interview was con-

densed and edited for clarity.
Q. Describe your childhood.
A. I grew up with shepherds.

If a wolf attacked your herds,
and you lost all of your sheep,
each family would bring one.
And the next day you would
have all your sheep back.
Q. How did you find your way to

the United States?
A. I was being a Kurdish activist and stuff, getting in trouble
with the government. And one
day I said: “I should leave.” I
went to university, they gave
me a visa, and in 1994 I was
here, with a little bag and
$3,000 in my pocket.

Q. How did Chobani begin?
A. I saw an ad for a yogurt plant

for sale, asking for $700,000.
Kraft was closing it.

My lawyer said: “They’re
looking for an idiot to unload
this on. If they thought the
plant was anything, they
wouldn’t have closed it.”
But I couldn’t sleep. I called
him back and said, “I don’t
know what it is, but I feel like I
can do something with this.”
By August 17, 2005, I had this
key for the factory.
Q. Why call it Chobani?
A. It means “shepherd.”
Q. What percent of the market

did Greek yogurt have?
A. Less than half of 1 percent.

Q. And today?
A. Over 50 percent. From 2007

to 2012, we went from a handful of people to thousands. And
we went from zero to $1 billion
in sales.

ing and easing conditions for
firing. Salaries fell more than
20 percent. The monthly minimum wage was cut to €586 in
2012, the second-lowest in the
eurozone, from €751.
Today, a growing share of
jobs are minimum wage. At
least half involve temporary
or part-time contracts. Many
private-sector employees now
earn less-than-poverty wages,
according to the O.E.C.D. Others work with no contract at
all, as employers seek to evade
paying overtime and social security charges.
Even with a full-time contract, Mr. Zafiriou remains
wary.
“Greece is getting better,”
he said. “But that doesn’t
mean things have turned
around.”

Hamdi Ulukaya is the
founder of Chobani,
a company known
for offering generous
wages and benefits to its
employees.

COLE WILSON FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Q. You recently gave away equi-

ty to employees. Why?
A. One of my first dreams was
to make this company a place
where everybody’s a partner,
and they deserved a portion of
what they have helped build.
Q. Why did you hire refugees?
A. I lived in Utica, and I heard

that there were people being
settled in Utica from different
parts of the world. And one of
the biggest issues they’re having is finding jobs. So, I said,

“O.K., let’s find a solution to
this thing.”
There are now people from
19 countries working at Chobani — 500 to 600 people,
20 percent of our workers.
There are different languages
spoken. It’s like the United
Nations.
Q. In America, is the narrative

of intolerance growing? Can
we change that?
A. This magic that still exists
in this country, this cannot
be taught to someone. This
cannot be implemented by the
political system. There’s this
unexplainable thing in the air.
If it is damaged, this would be
the saddest thing.
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All spellings are American, not Canadian | Answers on Page 9

PUZZLE 1
GOING HEAD TO HEAD

1

BY TOM MCCOY / EDITED BY WILL SHORTZ
AC ROSS

1 Group of trees
6 Potential queens
11 Word that looks
like its meaning
when written in
lowercase
14 Harmless weapons
maker
18 Strong suit?
19 “Continue”
20 “Foucault’s
Pendulum” author,
1988
21 Like the Gregorian
calendar
22 Showdown in Greek
mythology
25 A couple of times
26 Word of
confirmation on a
messaging app
27 Couple
28 Showdown in
classic video
games
30 Quickened paces
32 Wasn’t struck down
33 Realm
34 Tours can be seen
on it
35 Triumph
37 Not in any way
39 Showdown in
American history
43 Hot ____
44 One of four in a
grand slam
47 Univs., e.g.
48 Bent over backward,
in a way
50 Bit of P.R.

53 Like baseball’s
Durham Bulls
54 Speaker of Welsh or
Breton
56 Actor Elba
58 One of the o’s in
“o/o”
59 Rank above maj.
61 Showdown in
cinema
65 Mork’s planet
66 Brightly colored
blazer
67 Obie-winning
playwright Will
68 “What is it?”
69 Showdown in the
funnies
74 Not use cursive
77 University in Des
Moines
78 Greenish-brown hue
79 Neighbor of China
81 What’s used to row,
row, row your boat
83 Leave fulfilled
85 Less than perfect
88 Geometric prefix
89 Italian “il” or French
“le”
90 Prattle
92 Showdown in
the Bible
95 Protein shell of
a virus
98 Like sauvignon
blanc
99 Traditional
Christmas
decoration
100 Jump to
conclusions

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and
more than 7,000 past puzzles, nytimes.com/
crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle:
nytimes.com/wordplay.

2

2

3

4

5

6

18

103 Some petting-zoo
animals
106 Word with wonder
or world
107 Showdown in
comic books
109 Lead-in to boy
or girl
111 Simple plant
114 Ostentation
115 Showdown in
literature
118 Businesswoman
Lauder
119 Apt name for a
Braille instructor
120 TD Garden athlete
121 Knock over
122 Cowardly Lion
portrayer
123 ____ bit
124 Overjoy
125 Bone: Prefix

15 Stefanik who is the
youngest woman
ever elected to
Congress
16 Fast one
17 “____ Jacques”
21 Conductors’
announcements
23 “____ where it
hurts!”
24 Uncle, in Argentina
29 Under half of 45?
31 Brother of Dori
and Nori in “The
Hobbit”
32 Surprising lack of
Oscar recognition
34 Suitable for a dieter,
informally
35 Body of water
connected by canal
to the Baltic
36 Watson’s company
38 Defeat
39 Govt. org. based in
DOW N
Ft. Meade, Md.
1 What “Talk to the
40 Word before right
hand!” is an
or rise
example of
41 Move turbulently
2 Unswerving
42 Increasingly ripe,
3 “I couldn’t agree
say
more!”
45 Wedding need … or
4 They’re found under
booking
a bridge
46 Stereotypical
5 Beats by ____
therapist’s
(headphones
response
brand)
49 Pipe cleaner
6 Short strokes
51 Enthusiasts
7 “Alas!”
52 Go wrong
8 Sudden impulse
54 Part of the eye
9 Sister
55 Wapitis
10 “Try me”
57 British Bulldog :
11 Be relevant to
Churchill :: ____ :
Thatcher
12 Country named for
its latitude
60 Undistinguished, as
many a subdivision
13 College student’s
house
assignment
14 Words after an
62 Rapidly spreading
interruption
vine

7

8

1 Mesh

(with)
5 Apply, as plaster
9 Rapper Nicki ___
14 Word before
collar, jacket or
College
15 Actress Kendrick
or Paquin
16 Black Sea port,
to natives
17 Contemporary
of Booker T.
Washington
19 Touched in the
head
20 Make stand out,
as letters on
stationery
21 “___ magnifique!”
23 Zilch
24 French wine
valley
25 “Nonsense!”
26 Achy
27 Indy-to-Cleveland
direction
28 Best-selling
author who
invented multiple
languages
30 Hold back
33 Oddball
34 Molten tar, e.g.
35 Lift up the ski
slopes
36 Like Splenda
vis-à-vis sugar
39 Professionals
who put on coats
for work
43 Classic toy store
founder
45 Remote button:
Abbr.
46 Symbol of power

47
48
50

51
52
53

55

57
58
59
60
61
62

Olympian Apolo
Anton ___
Shoe material
Brian who
coined the term
“ambient music”
Dog unlikely to
have a solid coat
Braid, e.g.
Dog breed at
Buckingham
Palace
Indication of
more to come …
or what 17-, 28and 43-Across all
contain
City in northern
Italy
Novelist Seton
Not imaginary
Mohawk or
mullet
Swarm (with)
Bohemian

DOWN

visited by
a prospective
groom
2 Top of a to-do
list
3 British officers
4 Setting in
“Return of the
Jedi”
5 Little amounts of
cream
6 Year in Spain
7 Creature on
Scotland’s coat
of arms
8 Least dignified
9 Lose one’s
feathers
10 Reply at the
altar

2

3

4

5

14

6

7

22

23

26

27
30

40

47

48
54

69

70

36

21

55

66

32

83
89

100

101

47

48

51

29

93

104

94

99

105

106

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

63 Get straight
64 Prefix with
allergenic
69 Football units: Abbr.
70 Idiot, in Britspeak
71 Vow
72 Relatives of emus
73 Et ____
75 Numbers to avoid
76 Ragged
80 North African land:
Abbr.

109

110

111

116

82 Cry of school spirit
84 Laid-back
86 Data-storage items
on the decline
87 Organ in the leg of
a katydid, bizarrely
88 Frontier lights
91 Unit of explosive
power
93 “That sounds awful”
94 Mauna ____
96 Wow

82

88

118

ACROSS

1 11-time

18
19
20

52

54

55

56

62

28

87

98

103

76

81

92
97

102

80

115

42

49

61

26

41

45

60

25

86

75

114

14

40

59

18
22

74

108

17

58

12
13

68

107

16

44

Modern dark film
genre
Had high hopes
“The Tonight
Show” host
before and after
Conan O’Brien
Application
Hollywood and
such
Cheese similar to
Camembert
School uniform
wear, maybe
Hybrid music
genre with
African-American
roots
Not fatty

64

79

96

52

58

67

91

46

51

57

85

90
95

15

57

11

50

73

84

23

39

46

43

78

10

35

43

1 One

13

33

38

50

12

29

34
37

11

26

28
31

42

63

72

77

45

38

56

65
71

31
32
35

36
37
38
39

40

“Salud!” or
“Skoal!”
College
recruitment org.
Root vegetable
sometimes made
into chips
“Special” things
in sci-fi films
Reason for a
doubleheader
“My sincere
apologies”
Company with
an annual “Color
of the Year”
award
Kindle, for one

PUZZLE BY DAVID WOOLF

41
42
44

48
49
51

52
54

56

Revolutionary
War foe
Dolce
Informal
question of
identification
___-Caps (candy)
The “U” of UHF
Function
associated with
oscillation
Cheese similar to
Gouda
___ Grissom,
longtime “CSI”
character
Actor Sheridan
of “Ready Player
One”

22
24
25
27

28
31

34
36
38
39
42
43
45
46

All-Star

Carlton
value
Interjection
heard when
breaking up
Bikini, e.g.
Passed, as bad
checks
Short course
in supply and
demand?
Dalmatian or
Croatian
Gathering of
spies?
Tons
Many people
may be
eliminated by
one
Perceptive
Shade of white
Submarine
equipment
What Christ
the Redeemer
overlooks, for
short
Dawdler
With 31-Down,
breaking records,
maybe
Skedaddle
Chinese money
Ring cry
Cry aboard a
frigate
Farm enclosure
Winter truck
attachment
Overalls
material
Giggle syllable

5 ___

22

25

30

10

19

24

53

9

18

27

37

62

44

17

33

49

61

16

29

41

60

15

25

32

39

14
21

28

35

59

13

20

31

53

12

24

34

No. 0731

16

20

36

8

15

17

11

112

113

117

No. 0902

97 Territory name until 108 Some saber
1889
wielders
109 Bluish-green
100 Brat’s opposite
110 Ninny
101 Popular dip
112 TV show set in
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With Honeybee Collapse, Other Species Used
By CATHERINE M. ALLCHIN

OMAK, Washington — Jim
Freese grows apples, pears
and cherries on 18 hectares in
the north-central part of this
state.
Mr. Freese recalled that four
years ago his trees were not
producing well and his farm
was financially struggling.
Like many growers, he had
been relying on rented honeybees to pollinate his cherry
trees every spring, along with
wild bees and other insects.
But that year, spring was expected to be cool. “Honeybees
will just sit in the hive in cooler
weather,” Mr. Freese said. He
needed a way to ensure more
flowers would develop into
fruit than in the past.
At a horticulture meeting, he
learned that blue orchard bees
— a native species that doesn’t
make honey or live in hives —
could be used to supplement
honeybee pollination. Blue
orchard bees will fly at cooler
temperatures.
Mr. Freese bought 12,000
cocoons and set them in his orchard to emerge when the trees
bloomed. “We doubled our
cherry production from any
previous record year,” he said.
The Freese orchard is one of
many commercial agricultural
operations around the United
States considering pollination
with alternative bee species
now that the honeybee, the
dominant pollinator for decades, is threatened by pesticides, pathogens, parasites and
poor nutrition.
Last year, beekeepers in the
United States lost an estimated 40 percent of their managed
honeybee colonies, according
to the Bee Informed Partnership, a nonprofit that advises
beekeepers.
Some years that number is
even higher, according to Mark
Winston, a professor of apiculture at Simon Fraser University in British Columbia.
“Is there another agricultural enterprise that accepts
an annual loss of 40 to 45 percent of its animals?” he asked.
These losses drive up prices for
farmers who rent honeybees to
pollinate their crops, straining
their businesses. Honeybee
prices have nearly quadrupled
since 2004, even as demand for
pollination services is growing.

Ancient
Blended
Family
Found
By CARL ZIMMER

In a cave high above the
Anuy River in Siberia, scientists have discovered the
fossil of a human hybrid. The
90,000-year-old bone fragment came from a female
whose mother was Neanderthal. But her father belonged
to another branch of ancient
humanity known as the Denisovans.
With the discovery of a
Neanderthal-Denisovan hybrid, the world as it was tens
of thousands of years ago is
coming into new focus: home
to a marvelous range of human diversity.
In 2010, researchers working in the Siberian cave,
called Denisova, found DNA
from a scrap of bone representing an unknown group of
humans. Scientists can’t yet
say what Denisovans looked
like, but it’s clear they were
separated from Neanderthals
and modern humans by hundreds of thousands of years of
evolution.
Until now, scientists had
indirect clues that Neanderthals, Denisovans and modern humans interbred. But
the new study, published in
the journal Nature, offers
clear evidence.
The discovery in 2010 of the
first Denisovan fossil spurred
Russian researchers to carry
out more exploration of the
cave floor. It is littered with
bone fragments.
Many were sent to Svante
Paabo, the director of the Max
Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig,
Germany. His team found the
genome of a Neanderthal in a

HEIDI YOUNGER

Many crops — including almonds, apples, blueberries,
pears and tomatoes — must
be pollinated. Some scientists
warn of risks to agricultural
food supplies if there aren’t
enough pollinators.
As honeybee prices continue

to rise, farmers are turning to
other types of bees — like the
blue orchard bee, the bumblebee and alfalfa leafcutter —
that have proven to be effective
pollinators of some crops in
certain settings.
Researchers across the Unit-

ed States have been studying
how so-called integrated crop
pollination — or combinations
of varying bee species — can
help growers ensure reliable
pollination.
Of the thousands of species
of bees in North America, just

four other than the honeybee
are used on a commercial scale
in the United States. (Wild bees
also make important contributions to crop pollination.)
The bumblebee can be an
effective alternative to honeybees for pollinating watermelons and lowbush blueberries.
The alfalfa leafcutter bee is responsible for pollinating most
of the alfalfa grown for seed
production.
The ground-nesting alkali
bee also pollinates alfalfa, and
the blue orchard bee is effective for tree fruits and nuts.
Blue orchard bees are native
to North America and were
here long before Europeans
arrived with honeybee hives.
Pollination in large almond
and cherry orchards increased
when they were used alongside honeybees, recent studies
showed.
Honeybees forage widely,
self-propagate and live in large
colonies that are easy to move.
Blue orchard bees are solitary,
and all females function as
both queens and workers. They
fly about four to six weeks in
early spring.
The two types of bees collect
pollen differently — honeybees
gather pollen only on their legs
and blue orchard bees gather it
with their abdomens, too. They
also fly at different heights.
Jim Watts of Watts Solitary
Bees in Bothell, Washington,
has worked with leafcutter
bees all his life and started
propagating blue orchard bees
a decade ago. While the blue
orchard bee industry is very
small, it is growing rapidly.
One of the largest distributors of solitary bees in the
country, Mr. Watts meets with
farmers about pollination.
Based on their crops and land,
he provides bees, materials
and time to answer questions.
“There’s a learning curve the
first year or two,” he said. “As
people get better at it, they get
a better return on their investment.”
“Our approach is to consider the possibility of increased
yield but also risk management,” Mr. Watts added. “Two
bees together work better.
They pollinate differently. By
diversifying your bees, you’ll
get way more consistent pollination over time.”

One Idea of the Mystery
Of the Garnet Diggers
By VERONIQUE
GREENWOOD

IAET SB RAS, SERGEI ZELENSKY

Researchers in a cave in Siberia where the fossil of a
90,000-year-old human hybrid was discovered.
toe bone dating back 120,000
years. Denisovans appeared
later, and from just the fossils
it was hard to know if Denisovans and Neanderthals came
into contact. But DNA hinted
at one union, at least: Denisova 3’s genome contained traces of Neanderthal DNA.
In 2014, Russian collaborators sent Dr. Paabo’s team
2,000 badly damaged bone
fragments from the cave. “You
can’t even tell if they’re human
or animal,” Dr. Paabo said.
Only one fragment had collagen that resembled our own.
Viviane Slon, then a graduate
student at the institute, led a
search for DNA. In 2016, Dr.
Slon and her colleagues reported that they had gotten
mitochondrial DNA, and that
it closely matched genetic
material from Neanderthals.
The researchers called that
individual Denisova 11, and
they began searching for nuclear DNA.
Strangely, only some of the
fragments of nuclear DNA
matched Neanderthal genes.
There was just as much Denisovan DNA in the bone. “I
was wondering, ‘What did I
do wrong?’ ” recalled Dr. Slon.
In each pair of chromosomes, one came from a Neanderthal, the other from a
Denisovan. This individual,
she and her colleagues concluded, was a hybrid. “It was a
good proof that this was real,”
she said.
An examination of the X
chromosome showed that
Denisova 11 was female. Since
mitochondrial DNA is only

passed down from mothers,
her mother was Neanderthal.
Her Denisovan father’s DNA
most closely resembles the
genetic material from Denisova 3, who lived in the cave
a few thousand years after
Denisova 11. Denisova 11’s Neanderthal mother, however,
was closely related to Neanderthals who lived thousands
of kilometers to the west in
what is now Croatia, 20,000
years after Denisova 11 died.
She was only distantly related
to the Neanderthals who lived
in the cave 120,000 years ago.
Despite interbreeding, Neanderthals and Denisovans
never merged into a single
population. “They didn’t meet
that often, but when they met
they seemed to not have prejudices against each other and
mixed freely,” Dr. Paabo said.
Broader interbreeding may
have gained momentum when
modern humans emerged
from Africa roughly 70,000
years ago. People with non-African ancestry have fragments of Neanderthal DNA in
their genomes, and Denisovan
DNA is present in East Asians,
Aboriginal Australians and
other populations.
Dr. Paabo wonders if it’s
a coincidence that these
branches of humanity vanished from the fossil record
shortly after modern humans
showed up in their territories.
“Maybe Neanderthals and
Denisovans were absorbed
into the modern human populations,” Dr. Paabo said. “That
could be a big part of the story.”
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New Nafta a Bogus Deal
The North American Free
Trade Agreement is a nearly 25-year-old compact that
needs to be modernized to
address new technologies,
update intellectual property
rights and protect American
industry and workers from
unfair competition. Instead,
President Donald J. Trump
has proposed replacing Nafta
with something worse, a vague
agreement that could hurt
American workers and raise
prices for American consumers while antagonizing America’s neighbors.
Under the revised, don’tcall-it-Nafta bilateral deal
with Mexico that he awkwardly announced on August 27, 75
percent of the value of vehicles
exported to the United States
would have to come from North
American-made parts, up from
the current 62.5 percent. And
40 percent to 45 percent of the
value would have to be made by
workers who earn at least $16
an hour, even though no Mexican autoworkers earn $16 an
hour, and none will. Otherwise,
Mexican-assembled vehicles
would be subject to a 2.5 percent tariff.
The logic here is that auto-related jobs would supposedly
flood back to the United States
as labor costs rise in Mexico.
That logic is dubious. Automakers in Mexico would rather pay
the 2.5 percent tariff, figuring it
would not raise prices enough
to hurt sales.
Mr. Trump has particular
animus for the dairy industry
in Canada. Protectionist constraints keep milk prices there
high and farmers profitable.
The Canadians are resisting

Mr. Trump’s no-compromise
demand to throw their cows
under the bus. Mr. Trump also
wants Canada to join Mexico
in agreeing to drop Chapter 19
of Nafta, a dispute resolution
protocol. Canada has used it
to fight off tariffs on its softwood and paper products. Mr.
Trump’s softwood and paper
tariffs are hurting Canadian
industry, but also are raising
lumber prices in the United
States so much that the housing market has slowed. Isn’t
that a great deal?
American farmers have been
big losers in this trade war. After Mr. Trump assessed tariffs
on Mexican metals, Mexico
imposed tariffs on corn and
pork. The bilateral agreement
restores the status quo on agriculture, but Mexico has cultivated other sources of supply.
Auto companies have developed global supply chains
since Nafta began in 1994,
costing thousands of manufacturing jobs in the United States,
as low-value work shifted to
Mexico and other countries.
Auto companies have also built
plants here using the same
supply chain rationale, though,
partly because labor costs in
those American plants have
decreased. Mexico, in turn, is
becoming less dependent on
the American market every
year, meaning the deal is covering fewer and fewer jobs. So
Mr. Trump’s deal isn’t going to
be getting jobs back from Mexico.
Mr. Trump’s threat to impose 25 percent tariffs on cars
if Canada doesn’t submit to his
demands will be painful. He
has also threatened the Euro-

pean Union, which has offered
to remove tariffs on autos if the
United States does the same.
Should the president carry out
threats to hit imports, the United States stands to lose 200,000
jobs, according to Kristin Dziczek of the Center for Automotive Research, because cars
assembled in the United States
contain imported parts, including engines. Prices would rise;
sales would fall.
Having failed to browbeat
Canada into submission, the
administration told Congress
it will go ahead with the Mexico deal. Canada is free to join
under those terms, within 30
days. No, thank you, said the
Canadian minister of foreign
affairs, Chrystia Freeland.
“Once we have a good deal for
Canada,” Ms. Freeland said,
“we have a deal.” Mr. Trump
then tweet-threatened not only
Canada but his own Congress:
“If we don’t make a fair deal for
the U.S. after decades of abuse,
Canada will be out. Congress
should not interfere w/ these
negotiations or I will simply
terminate NAFTA entirely &
we will be far better off...”
We will certainly not be better off. The president can and
should expect a bipartisan
pushback against an unnecessary and abusive bad “deal.”
“Canada has oil, electricity, water, all the things that
the United States desperately
needs,” notes Jerry Dias, national president of Unifor Canada, a leading trade union. “So
for him to pick a fight with us
makes no sense, either philosophically or economically.”
Correct, Mr. Dias. Welcome
to our world.

The Real Calamity of Maria
It has become customary to
gauge the scale of calamities
by the official count of the dead.
In this perspective, Puerto Rico’s revision of the death toll
from last September’s horrific
Hurricane Maria to 2,975 from
64 elevates the storm to one of
the greatest catastrophes of recent times in the United States,
far exceeding Hurricane Katrina and nearly equaling the
terrorist attacks of September
11, 2001.
That should prod the American government and people
to finally provide the attention
and resources that this ravaged American territory still
sorely needs. Alas, that was not
President Donald J. Trump’s
response to the latest and most
authoritative analysis of the
devastation wreaked by the
great storm. On August 29, he
smugly declared that “we did a
fantastic job.”
Ten months ago, he contrasted the then-modest estimate
of the death toll in Puerto Rico
with that of Hurricane Katrina
in 2005, which he called a “real
catastrophe.” No hint of horror
at the scale of suffering. No sign
of recognition that fellow Americans had gone through one of
our era’s most wrenching disasters. No words of sympathy.
The president appears unaware that the Federal Emergency Management Agency

The Trump Justice Department has thrown its weight
behind a high-profile lawsuit
against Harvard University, in
which a group of Asian-American plaintiffs claim — with a
great deal of evidence — that
the famous Ivy League school
discriminates against them as
it once discriminated against
Jews. This happened in the
same moment that the Number 1 movie in America is “Crazy Rich Asians,” a romantic
comedy about a young female
Chinese-American economist
in love with a Singaporean heir.
The convergence illustrates
an underrated reality about
Trump-era America. Our polarizing immigration debate
revolves around the border because we’ve just experienced a
long wave of immigration from
our southern neighbors. But
that surge is diminishing, and
for almost a decade the United
States has taken in more Asian
than Hispanic immigrants. So
our ethno-political fights will
be gradually reshaped by how
Asians relate to American culture, how American politics

GOLDEN COSMOS

acknowledged in July that its
response to Hurricane Maria
had been chaotic and tragically inadequate. The governor
of Puerto Rico, Mr. Trump
recently avowed, was “happy
with the job we’ve done.”
True, Governor Ricardo
Rosselló, whose administration has been blamed for lack
of preparation, has not been
critical of Mr. Trump, but he
has acknowledged that he had
made mistakes.
The mayor of San Juan, Carmen Yulín Cruz, who has been
scathing about the president’s
attitude, said: “President
Trump continues to demonstrate his inability to understand what his job in this crisis
was all about: This was never about him, this was never
about politics, this was about
saving lives.”
It was also not about specific
numbers, she said. The earlier
official figure of 64 was based
on local mortuary tallies of
deaths directly related to in-

juries from the winds, and two
earlier analyses of increases in
island mortality in the months
following the hurricane — one
by The Times and another
largely by researchers from
Harvard — had already placed
the toll in the thousands.
The analysis announced
on August 28, prepared at the
request of the Puerto Rican
government by George Washington University’s Milken Institute School of Public Health,
was likewise based on excess
deaths over six months. That
it has taken a year to update
the official death toll, and that
it can only be estimated, was in
itself a reflection of the ferocity of the storm, the collapse
of normal systems, the mass
confusion and the failures at all
levels of government. People
vanished in floods and mudslides; they died waiting for
medical assistance; they died
for lack of basic services; they
died over weeks and months;
tens of thousands fled to the
mainland.
The obvious conclusion is
that the authorities must be
better prepared when the next
storm strikes. It is also essential for Americans on the mainland to appreciate that their
fellow Americans in the Caribbean have suffered a life-altering catastrophe. This is a time
to open hearts and wallets.

American Century
That Is No More
Denver, Colorado
The services in America
that marked the passing
of Senator John McCain
are also a requiem for the
American century. He lived
through the zenith of postwar American power; believed, despite setbacks, in
America’s unique capacity
to forge a more open and
democratic world; and held
America’s word as pledge in
the cause of liberty.
These ideas seem quaint
today, relics glibly discarded. Perhaps that is why McCain’s death has caused a
moment of national reflection. The world has changed.
China has risen. American
power is no longer determinant. But did the United
States of President Donald J.
Trump really need to take a
sledgehammer to its values,
its responsibilities and the
anchors of its prosperity?
It is fitting that Trump was
absent from the ceremonies.
The two men loathed each
other more than death could
overcome. Trump’s aim is the
dismantlement of the world
that gave McCain’s life purpose: the Atlantic Alliance,
a rules-based international
order, resolve toward Vladimir Putin’s Russia. Honor,
decency and duty were ideas
around which McCain built
his life of service. They are
concepts that have no meaning for Trump, the bone-spur
rich kid from Queens, New
York.
The president of the United States was persona non
grata at services that spoke
of bipartisanship, of American ideals, of self-sacrifice
rather than self-interest, of
an American global commitment that goes beyond “Pay
up now!” Trump stands outside the American tradition.
In years past, I would
watch McCain at the Munich
Security Conference. The experience was never less than
bracing. He had known the
extremes of human experience, lived in full. His voice
contained that fullness. He
was a man of conviction. He
preferred to be wrong than
to bend.
Torture over more than five
years of captivity had imbued
him with a humanity that
transcended politics, even if
did not dim his cantankerous
bellicosity. He had bombed
Vietnam in a losing war of
confused aims and official
obfuscation. He emerged
unbowed in his belief in “the
world’s greatest republic, a
nation of ideals, not blood and
soil,” as he put it in his farewell letter. McCain was obstinate, sometimes to the point
of obtuseness.
America’s many failures
were as nothing beside
A merican achievement.
Stubbornness defined him
in an age of opportunism.
As a spineless Republican
Party folded into the Trump
Party, McCain came to stand
almost alone as a politician of
principle. His party moved.
He did not.
Nowhere was McCain

ROSS DOUTHAT

America’s Asian Age
relates to them and how they
relate to one another.
In my lifetime there have
been two stories about where
Asian-Americans fit in our
domestic coalitions. In the
Reagan ’80s they were seen as
the most Republican-friendly
immigrant group — more educated and prosperous, often
anti-Communist, bearing Confucian or Christian values that
aligned with a traditional-values G.O.P. But after the Clinton
era Asian voters swung toward
the Democratic Party — a shift
that probably reflected changes in immigrant composition
(more South Asians, more
non-Christians), the declining
salience of anti-Communism,
and a reaction to the G.O.P.’s
continued rightward shift
and white-Southern-Christian brand. This, in turn,
led to a new story that cast
Asian-Americans as a natural

A rising minority
is claiming the
spotlight.
constituency in an emerging
Democratic majority — one
tributary among many in the
multicultural river washing
white hegemony away.
The term “model minority”
gets thrown around in discussions about Asian-Americans,
and what’s interesting is both
narratives traffic in versions of
that trope. The older narrative
portrays Asians as hard-working conservatives who don’t
need handouts. The newer narrative casts them as the liberal
coalition’s noblest group: willing to put solidarity with fellow
minorities above economic

concerns and willing to accept,
for the greater good, a system
of racial preferences that benefits others more than them.
This second idea informs a
lot of liberal arguments about
the Harvard lawsuit, which
tend to urge Asian-Americans
to maintain their model-minority purity and resist the lure
of mere meritocratic self-interest. The Harvard lawsuit’s liberal critics increasingly have
an Asian scapegoat — recent
Chinese immigrants who hang
out on WeChat, the popular
social-media app, which a Vox
writer complains has “become
an echo chamber for stories of
anti-Asian discrimination.”
For liberals these are the
Bad Asians, putting their
tribal resentments ahead of
the racial-progressive cause.
Which makes it striking that
they are also the demographic being celebrated in “Crazy

greater than on the subject of
torture, a practice for which
Trump’s sympathies are evident. Here is McCain in 2014,
responding to the Senate Intelligence Committee Report
on C.I.A. methods deployed
in the aftermath of the September 11 attacks:
“I know from personal experience that the abuse of
prisoners will produce more
bad than good intelligence. I
know that victims of torture
will offer intentionally misleading information if they
think their captors will believe it. I know they will say
whatever they think their
torturers want them to say
if they believe it will stop
their suffering. Most of all, I
know the use of torture compromises that which most
distinguishes us from our
enemies, our belief that all
people, even captured enemies, possess basic human
rights, which are protected
by international conventions
the U.S. not only joined, but
for the most part authored.”
An important voice for “basic human rights” is gone.
Trump does not know what
they are. That McCain voice
could be erratic or impetuous, but it was never petty.
I disagreed with McCain
about many things: his incorrigible itch to bomb Iran,

Torture imbued
John McCain
with humanity.

his bizarre back-and-forth
on Barack Obama’s health
insurance plan. He ran a disastrous campaign as the
Republican candidate for
the presidency in 2008. His
choice of Sarah Palin as his
running mate elevated the
jingoistic idiocy that has become a Republican hallmark.
It was a terrible mistake.
I wish I could believe the
outpouring of sympathy for
McCain marks the moment
when principle and bipartisanship will rise above lies
and fracture in American
politics. But I don’t, at least
not in the near term. The
nationalist, nativist, xenophobic tide has not yet run its
course.
In many respects, McCain
was a dinosaur. That’s because his words from 2017
are out of fashion: “To refuse
the obligations of international leadership and our
duty to remain ‘the last best
hope of earth’ for the sake
of some half-baked, spurious nationalism cooked up
by people who would rather
find scapegoats than solve
problems is as unpatriotic as
an attachment to any other
tired dogma of the past that
Americans consigned to the
ash heap of history.”
They will resonate nonetheless, beyond “America
First” and all that ash-heapbound Trump drivel.

Rich Asians,” a movie that begins with a sequence in which
Chinese-expat gossip spreads
from New York to Singapore
via WeChat. The only certain
takeaway from this complexity is that the new liberal model-minority image, like the old
conservative one, is likely to
break down with increasing
Asian numbers and influence.
Where strong Asian support
for affirmative action endures,
it will probably be as part of a
more consciously ideological
progressivism. Where Asian
support for racial progressivism breaks down, there are
two possibilities. There could
be a real swing back rightward among some Asian voters. Perhaps more plausibly,
Asian-Americans who reject
affirmative action could begin
to form their own centrist bloc
within the Democratic Party.
Or both things could happen.
No matter what, the recent
multiplex-courthouse convergence isn’t an anomaly. It’s a
hint of both Asian-American
influence and Asian-American
divisions yet to come.
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I am about to kill my mother.
I am looking for a way to put
this off as long as possible, and
so I start watching an episode
of the TV drama “The Americans.” Today, Keri Russell,
playing a Russian agent, is
spying on a State Department
official by posing as a nurse for
his terminally ill wife.
The agent is a stone-cold
murderer, but she feels sorry
for the official, whose attempts
to help his wife kill herself with
morphine have left her in a
gasping, not-dead limbo. So
Keri Russell finishes the job by
shoving a paintbrush down the
woman’s throat and holding a
plastic bag over her head.
This is not a good time to be
watching this particular scene.
Right now my mother is in
bed across the hall, in the endgame of Stage 4 lung cancer.
She is nearly 83, she has had
enough, and she is ready to die.
More specifically, she is ready
to have me help her die.
I can see her point.
An unsentimental, practical person, she has for many
years been preparing for the
moment when death would
become more alluring than
life. We have talked about it
nonstop since she received her
diagnosis about three months
ago and, like Gloria Swanson
going up in a blaze of grand
pronouncements, declared
that she intended to forgo chemotherapy.
“I would rather die than lose
my hair,” she said airily to the
startled oncologist, before
terrorizing the hospital physiotherapist by snapping: “I
could be dead in three months.
Do you really think it’s going to
make a difference if I get out of
bed and walk around for five
minutes now?”
So she went home to die. She
was her regular funny, astringent self.
“Just put a pillow over my
head,” she would say, only half
joking, when I saw her each
evening. “Am I dead yet?”
she’d say in the morning, genuinely annoyed that terminal
cancer was refusing to adhere
to her imagined timetable.
Gradually, the illness took
hold, the inevitable became
less abstract and the jokes
stopped. Mom had vivid
dreams of death so awful that
she could not bring herself to
describe them. She became too
weak to leave her bed, more of
her independence seeping out
each day like air from a balloon. Her world closed in.
Lung cancer is a frightening
illness. In its final stages, it can
make you feel as though you’re
Sarah Lyall is the author of
“The Anglo Files: A Field
Guide to the British.”
Send comments to
intelligence@nytimes.com.

It is a selfish attempt at justification. And it is unlikely to be
effective.
That was the most common
reaction around the web to the
anonymous Times op-ed by a
senior Trump administration
official that harshly criticizes
the president.
I imagine many of you have
read it, given the immense
size of the article’s digital audience already. If you haven’t,
the piece describes Trump as
misguided, impulsive, unstable, erratic, ill-informed and
anti-democratic, as well as
“impetuous, adversarial, petty and ineffective.” It says that
other administration officials
are quietly defying him to minimize the damage he is doing to
the country.
But as many other writers
have pointed out, the mere act
of writing the piece — which
has enraged Trump — will
make it harder to quietly defy
him. He is less likely to trust his
aides and more likely to rely on
a small cadre of loyalists. “He’ll
grow more defiant, more reckless, more anti-constitutional,
and more dangerous,” The Atlantic’s David Frum writes.
The author’s real goal, many writers argued, was to justify his or her own decision to
continue serving Trump. “Nobody who’s part of the real resistance should be celebrating
this,” The Los Angeles Times’s
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One Last Thing for Mom
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drowning, or suffocating. A
formidable pharmacological
stew of medications can help
to suppress the symptoms, but
no pill can take away the pain
of waking up each day and remembering all over again that
you are about to die.
I know what I’m supposed
to do, because she has told me
many times. One of the stories
passed down as gospel in our tiny family is about how my late
father, a doctor, helped his own
mother — my grandmother
Cecilia, whom I never met — at
the end of her life. Her cancer
was unbearable. “So he gave
her a big dose of morphine to
stop the pain,” my mother has
always told my brother and me,
as if reaching the end of a fairy
tale. “It had the side effect of
stopping her heart.”
As it happens, I have a big
dose of morphine right here
in the house. I also have some
hefty doses of codeine, Ambien, Haldol and Ativan that I’ve
cunningly stockpiled from the
hospice service, like a squirrel hoarding for winter. In my
top drawer, next to Mom’s
passport, are more than 100
micrograms worth of fentanyl
patches — enough to kill her
and several passers-by.
But I am not a trained assassin. I am not a doctor. I am not
very brave. I’m just a person
who wants to do the most important thing that her mother has ever asked of her. I’m
also a resident of New York
State, where assisted suicide

I am not a doctor.
But I wanted to do
what she asked.
is illegal.
Mom has taken to drifting
off in the middle of crucial sentences. “It’s important to remember the …” she announces. “The one thing I need to
tell you is …” But in coherent
moments she looks at me with
a clarity that shreds my heart.
My strong mother. “Oh, Sarah,” she says. “I’m in so much
pain.”
So it’s time. I begin counting
up the drugs. But then I watch
the bungled assisted suicide
scene in “The Americans” and
I see how easy it is to get wrong
and I get scared. Often patients
develop a tolerance for morphine, Keri Russell is saying in
her guise as hospice nurse, explaining why the higher dose
did not kill the dying wife.
How much is the right
amount, I wonder, a morphine
bottle in my hand. What if Mom
chokes, vomits, falls into a halfdead limbo, wakes up and yells
at me? How are you supposed
to do this? I have no problem
with the idea of committing
murder on behalf of a dying
person you love, but I can’t
ask anyone else — the health
aides, my brother — for help,
since I don’t want to implicate

them in my crime.
Panicked, I go online and
start calling end-of-life organizations. The people are endlessly compassionate, but no
one will, or can, tell me what
dosage to give, or how to give it.
I try to talk to one of the hospice
workers, but she threatens to
report me to the police. “We are
not having this conversation,”
she says.
Oh, yes, we are. She tries
another tack. “If you do this,
you’ll never forgive yourself,”
she says. Actually, I tell her, I’ll
never forgive myself if I don’t.
But I can’t do it. I can’t do it. I
promised, but I can’t.
Families are complicated
and mother-daughter relationships are perhaps the most
complicated of all. I’ve had a
lifetime of feeling unable to get
anything right, really, with my
mother.
“Mom,” I say finally. I don’t
want to bring this up. It’s so
late, and she’s so weak and
she’s drifting in and out and
why didn’t we consider this
particular eventuality before,
the one where I lose my nerve.
But. One thing you can do, I
tell her, is to stop eating and
drinking. We’ll make you comfortable. We’ll give you so many drugs that you won’t even
know. It’ll be like sleeping.
About 20 minutes later, she
emerges from her drugged
state. “I’m ready,” she says
clearly, “to fall asleep and not
wake up.”
The next day she wakes up.

This is how incompetent I am.
“You swore this wouldn’t happen, Sarah,” she says, her voice
vibrating with fury. “I’m so
sorry, Mama,” I say, crying as
I drip more narcotics into her
mouth with a syringe.
She lies in twilight for the
next few days. But sometimes
her eyes open in a panic and
dart around, full of fear. It feels
as if everything has become
very primal, requiring an instinct for improvisation I don’t
have.
So I do what has always
soothed me, ever since I was
old enough to read. I pick up
“Charlotte’s Web” and read the
last two chapters — aloud, this
time — the ones where Charlotte dies after living her singular, stylish life, and three of her
chatty spider babies build little
webs in the corner of the barn
so they can stay with Wilbur
the pig.
I always cried when I read
this part to my daughters,
years ago when they were
small, and I cry again as I read
it to my mother.
You are not alone, I repeat.
You’ll live on, the way Charlotte
does, through your grandchildren and their children. It’s
O.K. now. You can go.
As I put the book away, I see
that her eyes are closed, finally, and that her breathing has
evened out, so that it is shallow
but calm.
It takes one more day. There
are, it turns out, many different
ways to help someone die.

DAVID LEONHARDT

Reaction to the Anonymous Op-Ed
A senior Trump
administration official
said in a Times
Op-Ed that President
Donald J. Trump is
‘‘adversarial, petty and
ineffective.’’
Jessica Roy writes. The
more honorable path, many said, was a public resignation, coupled with an
honest description of the
president.
I think many of these
com mentators ma ke
good points. (And, for the
record, I played no role in this
op-ed and do not know the author’s identity.) But I would
add one caveat — one way in
which I think the piece is worse
for Trump, and more helpful to
the country, than many others
believe.
It is one more high-profile
description of his unfitness
for office and the chaos of his
White House. It joins Bob
Woodward’s new book, other
previous books and journalism
on the same subject and John
McCain’s extended memorial.
Together, they have the potential to persuade a small but
meaningful number of former
Trump supporters.
This isn’t pure speculation.
Over recent days — days full
of talk about McCain and,

A selfish
justification? Or
a warning?
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now, the Woodward book and
anonymous op-ed — Trump’s
average approval rating has
fallen to its lowest level since
early this year. Only 40 percent
of Americans approve of his
performance, according to the
website FiveThirtyEight, and
almost 54 percent disapprove.
I fully agree that the anonymous author — and Trump’s
other internal White House and
Cabinet critics — should go public with what’s really happening. “Previous generations of
Americans have sacrificed fortunes, health, and lives to serve
the country,” Frum writes. “You
are asked only to tell the truth
aloud and with your name attached.” Yet I still think the oped, along with the Woodward
book, may damage Trump.

Other reactions to the piece
include:
Susan Hennessey of Lawfare: “I have a lot of mixed feelings on this op-ed. But consider
for one moment how bad it has
to be, how genuinely scary, for
someone to feel like they needed to write this.”
“The significance of the
NYT anonymous op-ed is that
it shows Rs beginning to think
about how they’ll be positioned
in a post-Trump era, however it
arrives,” tweeted New America’s Mark Schmitt.
The New Republic’s Jeet
Heer: “If you have someone
who is mentally unfit to be
president (as Trump seems to
be) there is remedy: the 25th
amendment. Instead, according to the op-ed & to Wood-

ward’s book, we have something far worse: an administrative coup.”
“It’s no comfort at all to find
out that anonymous, non-elected people boast they are running the country in lieu of the
addled president,” writes The
Washington Post’s Jennifer
Rubin. “In other parts of the
world, that is called a coup.”
Tom Nichols, professor at
the Naval War College: “If the
author of the NYT had used
his/her/their name, all we’d
be talking about is who they
are, where they grew up, their
entire career resume, who
else they ever worked for, and
where they are now. The message of the oped itself would be
completely lost.”
Andy Smarick, conservative policy expert at R Street:
“It is an apologia. Someone is
doing his/her best to defend
and explain his/her decision to
work there.... I suspect that the
author — and others in similar
situations — recognizes that the
chances of the future judging
this administration kindly are
now infinitesimal.”

